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Gamekeeper's Nights 
Lately I sleepwalk through several doors until I 
reach a one-acre field with a small one-room house. 
A man named Carl lives there. He turns up the 
earth with an ox and a plow. I watch him from the 
bushes, realizing after a while that he is me, Carl is 
me, and this plot of land , the small house, the ox 
and the geese flying soundlessly, are all inside my 
head. This goes on for a while as I sleep. It turns 
out, I don 't sleepwalk, just lie in my bed under a thin 
blanket in a slightly bigger house, a cabin really, 
that is not in the middle of a field, but in the middle 
of a forest. And, of course, I am someone else's 
dream, as he watches from the bushes, sees me 
wake up and go about my business of walking from 
tree to tree, putting nametags on the bark, feeding 
the magpies who land on the brim of my hat. Then 
the man in the bushes realizes he is me, and the 
cycle continues. I suspect this has been going on 
for quite some time. 
Peter Krumbach 13 
14 I Belal Mobarak 
Nail Clippings 
As grandchildren of a colonized people 
we learned to never trust government 
flush our hair and nail clippings in the toilet 
and civilized meant bringing weapons to dinner tables. 
At sunrise my parents sent me to the fourn 
through a small arched window 
I saw men the color of debris 
making flour patties, 
placing them through a furnace 
I loved hearing about jinn 
because ghosts made bread from fire. 
A voice on Rommel Beach 
soft Ii ke the color of water, 
covered in dust and weather-beaten, 
sang in a local tongue 
but the words were not. 
Morningdrunk 
continuously drowning 
in bathtub light 
is the best way 
to wake up 
after a beautiful night 
offlowerbreaking 
we can build a bookcase 
or run through a field 
either way can you please 
try to make me understand 
the easiest way 
to be human 
i will grow my hair long again 
to tie it in a knot with yours 
if that is okay 
sorry for being a pi le of scraps 
waiting to hear 
some kind of music 
some type of happy blood 
i will probably love you forever 
my third & last spaceflight 
Beyza Ozer 15 
16 I Natalie Wee 
Knife 
You are surrounded by dying whether in spotless hospital rooms, 
grimy food stalls buzzing with the ravenous, or alone 
on streets where grown men say you're beautiful, 
beautiful referring to the soft dangerous meat 
your mother was taught to wear for a glorious 
badge as if death was a small price for being desired. 
Male doctors saying we're glad you decided 
on surgery; many women don't 
a calm counterpoint to guttural sounds behind the shut door-
mama mourning where she cannot be seen. What fed you 
once, you rea lize, will kill her, & it is that close to her 
body, her heart, the things she was taught made her 
woman, how she wi ll wear 
wigs of rope as if her bare skull was not 
a coronet of resurrection, furnish ribs with foam repl icas 
of flesh lost as if she was not whole without them. Years later 
she will smile, cured, empty herself over & over 
for the sake of staying small. Because she was taught to walk right 
into the death she already survived. She looked so much 
like frail bird in your arms once, almost light 
enough to turn into memory. How slight, how 
critical the difference. 
American Sex, 
My Fingers in Your Mouth 
I was born from a one-night-stand-one-blazing-firecracker fuck/ 
then crash. 
Ward of the state, habeas corpus-where was the body 
ofme? 
American sex, you are my mother. 
I have a sister who looks like you/ 
holes in the road/American sex you're still green, 
still young, just a baby yourself but 
we have the same nose for lies. 
If you were honest, you'd say: 
a needle is cleaner and you don't need 
a partner. American sex, you're starting 
to bore me, because it takes a lot to fill me up. 
American sex, ex-con Martha Stewart is making 
finger food and sexting Snoop Dogg. 
American sex, you're blue and rubbery. 
American sex, write a letter to trans-jesus. Tell him 
who you really are. 
I'm working from the idea that a piece of ass 
is better than a symphony. 
Jan Beatty 17 
18 Jan Beatty 
I could be alone in this. 
American sex, Pat Robertson sucked cock 
last night and Freddy Mercury was right: 
your hetero world is smothering everyone. 
American sex, I'm pregnant and I can't keep it. 
I think I'll give it away. You say: relinquish . 
You say: surrender. I say, call it what it is: 
she gave it away. Say: baby dumping. 
American sex, if I want to stand on my head 
and let the juice run down my leg, I will. 
They've just reported thatjesus 
was a lonely masturbator-
David Beckham still shaves his armpits and 
no one cares. Kanye has a new line of 
clothing (sweats) and no one cares. 
But an armpit fetish beats 
the house, the baby stroller and the PTA any day. 
American sex, you bought your hair 
at Pottery Barn and you can't walk outside 
looking like that-but then, most days, I can't 
walk outside at all. American sex, shut up & 
just put on the rubber suit. 
American sex, are you a needle or a star? 
I believed in you. 
American sex football, bend over, 
between the legs, behind the center. 
12 men's asses in a row. Lovely in order & 
regimen, American sex exploding brutality, 
don't ask, don't tell there's blood 
in my rectum. American sex, stick it in . 
For those a bout to fuck, 
we salute you. 
American sex, 
my favorite band is AC/ DC. 
American sex, empty bed-
the land-body says no. 
American sex, woman-on-woman is something 
you'll never get. American sex, there 
have been days I've hated you. 
American sex, high school yearbook, 
Jan Beatty 119 
20 I Jan Beatty 
don't ever change. You're an aging 
porn star but I love the lines in your face-
extra skin you can smack like a volleyball: 
yes/no, yes/no your left side is your best. 
I think you are perfectly beautiful in this light. 
American sex, if you would just lose 20 lbs. 
I like the bones-poking-thru-the-skin look, 
hungry. American sex, you're my starlet. 
I'm killing myself for an idea of you 
and you rarely deliver. 
American sex, 
the baby cage and the coffin. American 
sex, IED, the reporter who's most alive 
with bombs going off around him, 
all that dying/almost dying, American sex, 
almost hang yourself in your bathroom 
for the rush. American sex, put on some pants. 
Your empty gestures are laughable. 
American sex, where can I sign up for 
marriage classes? 
Jerry Falwell's a drag queen in imaginary heaven 
and your mother gives him head. 
American sex, I could fuck you all night. 
American sex, all the roads are covered in dust: heartbeat/ 
heartbeat/crash. When she gave me away 
she said: good luck, the original fuck-off. 
American sex, 2 way/3 way/Sears catalogue. 
17-35 runway, where's the ramp to the body 
of you? American sex, body-house, 
pink 
adobe 
in the shape of a woman's th igh, 
telephone, telephone into the tattered, 
battered night: / can never have the body of you. 
American sex, I still need to imagine you 
as longing. As: if love/then sex: as: 
why does a hole in a bathroom stall 
work so well? 
American sex, I was raised by wolves & 
your god is a lie. 
Jan Beatty 21 
22 I Jan Beatty 
American sex, harder deeper kiss it again, 
I slept through it. American sex, who's 
your real father? 
American sex, even now-cruising, 
on your knees and I can 't feel a thing. 
American sex, I need equipment, I need 
a staircase, a county road 18 to get to you. 
American sex, your real father is a virgin 
and jesus is too. 
American sex, my fingers in your mouth 
and I'm begging. 
Davy Knittle 23 
[how many reds can Rose get] 
how many reds can Rose get here she comes 
with another to lipstick my pa le sentence 
at the beach my meekness projects its crew cut 
I go to a marsh to save the wrens 
and return with at-shirt 
it's green I visit your face and get red 
and fold my focus into a rose roses 
hold the dated shape of everyone's floppy 
pocketbook this program from a funeral 
is unusual for its fish print twenty 
seven Americans alive and dead 
share your name I used church for months like 
a milkshake its music grew in me 
fish interest me differently on Sundays 
24 Davy Knittle 
[fish interest me differently on 
Sundays] 
fish interest me differently on Sundays 
in the creek underneath retrievers 
as a rosy ice cream float I dream you 
whispering into all your teenage hair 
golden 
you lean in to cats and ghosts you think 
the Midwest and the East Coast 
fight for Pennsylvania you think I only 
soak myself or demote you but I'm here 
and gentled by a Setter stroking with 
the grain you knew the 1989 that nursed me 
ten tweens in 2000 couldn't have 
pooled locks for your Bananarama crown 
it's downright unlikely you were ever twelve 
come home all over me I dare you 
Davy Knittle 25 
[come home over me I dare you] 
come home over me I dare you we can 
blow back the moon it's juicy spits 
on me your shirt against my 
lip again my friction you are more effort than 
to steady stars the less I star my heaven the better 
oh make me a cheap heaven a cut rate lunch box 
with Ernie but no Bert move the fault 
apart an inch in four months the bust is 
coming coming rip down buildings 
not zoned for this shit whisk me down 
the Blue line with you to the airport 
tomorrow's a day of mine that you won't be in 
lip citrus is what all the 
popsicles are visit be the first babe under the sun 
26 Davy Knittle 
[popsicles are visiting me] 
popsicles are visiting me like tongues 
poking out of seats on the subway cat tongues 
you press against every surface of your dress 
is wet suppose I cut trees down 
around a mountain house to divert a fire 
I don't want to behave 
just to resist the consequence of you 
our life could be different but isn't 
to each suburb its waterpark Sunday 
plum sorbet sold by owner from his sedan 
cities are the lion's share of what's a country 
what I can take in the shower what I'll cup 
under the tap's my bicycle secret 
my calves for the hot ride home 
lacquers 
Under the Bloom 
Hint of a fatal flaw. 
Perhaps this is the entire point. 
Why the crinkle of your leather jacket 
announces a deep blue interior 
of a violent fever come to rest. 
The time waiting at wrong train stops. 
Scent of musk on my wrist 
or cheek. Open 
beachfront of the past 
where my many mistakes 
litter his mouth on mine, 
rocks wedged into rocks 
into smaller rock formations. 
My flaws in all black. 
I sat on his lap 
without being asked. 
I dove into an opening 
of myself disconnected 
from linear lines. 
All around presence of white. 
Is this a Chorus, I hear, 
making speeches & promises? 
Lit-up images require distance. 
I walk backwards 
away from the cemetery, sharpening 
my sword tip against headstones. 
Cup of poison back at camp. 
I revel at this life of mine, 
not taking any notes 
like water stones. The ritual 
comes first. 
Catherine Theis 27 
28 Catherine Theis 
Ionian Coast 
Greened topiary horse, I rush past you, fresh 
flower bouquet-star gazer lilies, healthy 
as young clams tight in the surf one minute, 
then languidly opening in the steam 
of tonight's dinner stew. Sweets, I just got home, 
just this second, pretty much delirious 
with lots to report, odds and ends, a frill, 
a flounce, a ruffle lace in pre-language motifs, 
and Ganymede, love-toy to Jove, bringing up 
the rear. A glance at the menu tells you 
how hungry we'll be later tonight when 
jasmine knocks us down by the front door, 
sleepy note of nightshade, this togetherness 
we fashion in spontaneous slow dances 
rare and unexpected for others but always on 
beat, waves, deep blue-greens among shadows. 
Perfect pressure washing out gemstones. 
To wear a pigment of you on my breathing 
body. To simply wear you. It's quiet here. The waitress 
sets down a glass of wine and a pistachio croissant 
I will later eat on street, white napkin fluttering 
against my cheek. Thinking of you in Mexico, 
build ing chandeliers to string in trees, polishing 
cut glass, or stone. Swimming in the morning 
most likely, not full body but half body first, remember 
it took awhile. A closed kiss on a deserted street, 
eggs and spinach at midnight, dollop of fresh creme. 
Held off, pray you call me, notes unsprung, never 
-minding what illusions we are under, we carry this thinking 
with our hands, enclosed in coasts of trouser legs 
from the nineteenth century, orchestrated dance 
or circle of rustic dancing, take this note, let it rest 
with us here, not a transcription , but a test reflection-
a mirror, a vision, protected waters deep and clear. 
Catherine Theis I 29 
30 Brooke McKinney 
The Tragedy of Light 
I did not live long in sleep. 
A dog's breath died around my ankles, the swallowing warmth staying there longer than 
it should. The bedroom walls joined a kind of weakness, the way light survives the riot of 
curtains, burrowing a wrinkle into my palm. 
Isn't that how skin works? 
The ashtray smells of old years and mistakes and the cracked fingers that held them. If 
only I had one more cigarette, I could light it, saving it from tomorrow, then the next. 
Mostly, I am useless. I tuck a leaf behind my ear, I point to birds in the yard, I dig the 
earth for one worm, I trip over a rock that is you and say excuse me for remembering. 
But it's always the way light ruins me, landing on my skin like a boneless, desperate bug. 
The way a day can bend itself into a perfect moon, erasing, what I know. 
Helplessness Blues I 
The Sundays you would make for us Dutch Babies 
in the cast iron skillet, with freshly cut strawberries on top. 
The evenings I would cook for you tilapia or salmon, 
or prepare soup, orange in color & with lime squeezed in . 
The nights you would ask 
for me to read you to sleep, 
& I would open The Wind in the Willows 
to where I'd last left off 
& you would curve your back 
into my arms as I read into your ear 
of Badger lifting his candle in the dark of his hallway. 
The days you ran a sword into me. 
The same sword. Again & again. Until it was too tiring 
to pull it out just to put it back in 
& so you left it there-
while we cooked, when we ate, as we slept. 
The puddles I leaked at your feet. 
The weekend at the beach, 
when you rose in the dark AM, 
with me whispering good morning baby & you turning 
to stare at me through the slit eyes of a wolf starving itself, 
its body beginning to feast upon its belly, 
& I the rabbit too large to fit anymore inside it, 
blaming me for being too big to be eaten. 
The heart in you saying 
in words too quiet for me to hear 
go ahead & off 
the cliff once love of mine you are not 
wanted here I wish to go 
off ahead into the moonlight. 
Anis Mojgani I 31 
32 Anis Mojgani 
The years of your cheeks, flush 
as the berries of your home state, 
walking out of the cold & into my arms, 
pressing their warmth to mine. How pink, 
how red, how eager, 
how wanting 
to touch me your lips were. 
Helplessness Blues II 
The snow silencing the sounds of the outside world. 
The cars whisper by. Inside, a lamp on. A record playing 
soft songs. They sing of me walking down East 6th 
in Austin Texas, thinking of you. Ginger soup. Bread 
warmed by the oven. Instead of eating, I sit and write 
of your shoulders singing through winter. Finish 2 poems. 
Or maybe it's one. Yes. Only the one. And over the length 
of the record eat a cup of the soup alone, and finish a second. 
Anis Mojgani I 33 
34 I John Gallaher 
What's Wrong with Our Art 
Art is good like that. Because the promise is in the promising. Say 
you're in church. You're absolved. And then what? Show me your 
transcendence and I'll show you my peanut butter and jelly sandwich. 
Show me how you float an inch above the earth, how you read late 
at night from the glow of your own body, how the day is always 
in its one thing. We sing because the body can't rise. We love 
because the body isn't whole. It's field trip day at the museum, so 
that the art can watch us, so that we can pay the art for watching 
us, so that we can protect the art from what happens to the body. 
There is no promise it makes to me with my headphones on and 
my little notebook out, other than I'll exit through the gift shop, 
where we will offer gifts back to it, where we will place ourselves 
beneath it, bury ourselves in it. Show me where art has hurt you, 
here, because there is always so little time, and so many desires 
for us to embarrass ourselves in front of, pointing and adorned. 
Jay Besemer I 35 
The Seven Essences 
1. This one emerges without commitment & without warning. It can transform or 
remain the same. Scent: wheat, knife, tendril. Texture: watery. Flavor: dull. 
2. If stimulation continues, this essence takes over. It is heavy, cautious, piercing. 
Voices are amplified. A slight luminosity is frequently observed in the affected area. 
Scent: orange, twine, yard trimmings. Texture: hungry. Flavor: evasive. 
3. With further stimulation the second essence is altered to produce the third. By 
this time the subject's body has become a quantum beacon. The third essence is 
emitted at regular intervals & contains all the data the body must communicate. 
Scent: ice, tar. Texture: harmony. Flavor: seismic. 
4. Regardless of the intentions of the subject or the actuator, the fourth essence is 
produced at the height of the body's emission of the third essence. When these two 
essences are mixed, a further amplification occurs in the pulsation of the quantum 
beacon. There is no turning back; the process must now run its course. Scent: wind, 
avarice, lava. Texture: breaking. Flavor: mistakes. 
5. Those who have survived beyond the stage of fourth-essence emission have this to 
say about what happens next: 
D4 M5D 
QOOLR 
K428 F 
5MBIY 
XP80B 
7P33J 
PZA55 
TT80L 
ZP69F 
V5H2L 
LDT1B 
RE4C4 
Scent: electricity, terror. Texture: lead. Flavor: forgetting, forgotten. 
6. The body is now only essence. The sixth essence masks itself beh ind the signal of 
what was once the body. Pretending to be a body, the sixth essence waits for a reply. 
Scent: matter. Texture: filament. Flavor: parallels. 
36 Jay Besemer 
7. Bathed in absolute complexity, the seventh essence reacts with ambient cosmic 
radiation & everything accelerates. Each phenomenon that we call "essence" 
now occurs simultaneously. There's no need to document; the seventh essence 
documents itself. Scent: the unknown. Texture: the unknown. Flavor: the unknown. 
[Montrose & Broadway] 
when i hear the sirens 
i hope they keep moving 
away from my body 
the sound 
a burning 
clairvoyance 
the shape 
of a coin 
their fingers 
pointing 
at everyone 
they pass 
we stop our movement 
hoping not to be chosen 
each ambulance 
is a collapsing mother. 
Dirk Marple I 37 
38 Dirk Marple 
[Pause & Exile] 
Returning home to find 
a father remarried, 
a sister with another child, 
a brother heavy and happy, 
returning home at twenty-eight 
to the same house 
that held an entire family 
where only a father lives now, 
the mother has yet to move on, 
lives elsewhere, 
unwilling to change 
she clings to what remains, 
and I 
find a front door locked 
that has never been. 
M.K. Foster 39 
Stella Animalia: Harvest Myth 
-or how, after we smash us something-awful , 
we can feel ourselves darkening like fingernails 
freed from a car door, both of us breathing 
the way candles burn-restless, wintering animal , 
equal parts rage and light. Tell me how to suffer 
for once, my dear, tell what you really know 
about what night does to a body: how do you 
keep living when the one you would've died for 
has died? When my mother's mother buried 
her husband of fifty-five years, she became 
a monster: all muscle, all memory-
she wore his old clothes, talked to his voice 
mailbox recordings, crawled their hardwoods 
searching for strands of lost hair, she slept 
with her arms around her head and a gun 
under his pillow: 0 Lord, if the only things 
older than change are you, darkness, and accident, 
in no particular order, then we know 
what we are, but not what we may be-
a gun is a gun is a gun until it's a metaphor: 
stars fucked into the body like frost into November, 
darling, we've set enough traps today 
to make enough gnawed-off limbs tomorrow. 
Remember your own rule: first to wake shoots last. 
40 Kate Colby 
Directions to Follow 
Home is where 
you put it there-
any place 
but here. 
If I knew 
then what 
I know now 
there is no center 
of its breadth . 
* 
The furthest place 
I've never been next to 
me, poor creature 
cooked in its ink, 
doesn't know 
the dark there. 
The heart is off-
center, my brain 
wouldn't pick it 
from a lineup. 
What I think 
sounds like me-
a cake kn ife 
made of cake 
knife. 
* 
I wish I knew what 
I said in my sleep 
a lost thing 
I keep losing. 
Ran the wrong way 
through a footrace, breathing 
starfield in my face. 
A cumulat ive wound 
I open to bones-how far 
beneath us goes the ground. 
Kate Colby 41 
42 Kate Colby 
The body left 
a night-filled house 
to wake the same 
shape as clouds. 
Che'la McClain 43 
Mother Earth wants to have a 
talk 
I will my lacs to grow 
touching them where it's soft 
at the beginning 
near the roots 
two textures 
one never more prominent than the other 
and I think of an underbelly 
and I want to protect it; 
it reminds me of old times 
and I miss gravity deficient hair 
with its wild ways. 
Even with the stress 
and time consumption; 
I feel the need to remember her. 
44 Che'la McClain 
The few thin ones scare me 
for I'm sure they'll break easily 
and I want to baby them 
fed until their health prospers 
and they need to thicken up 
before they get left beh ind 
and they need to learn the way of th ings. 
I have a longer loc by each ear 
that my mother calls my Amish whiskers 
I call them my over achievers 
and they always have a way of showing off 
and the other tresses would do good 
to fol low the leader after them 
lest the two keep passing the many 
and I know it's not right to pick favorites. 
I have a pair that is a fork in the road 
or Siamese set where one can't survive with the other; 
so now they coexist. 
I envision mother; 
full of child. 
Ching-In Chen I 45 
Day 28: Two Western-most 
provinces of Flemish Region 
Two more eco-tourists from two Western-most Flemish province arrive looking rude and 
salty. Ask for yesterday's strawberry-bound goat stew before heading back on weather-nice 
145. The subway probably won't be able to talk like we done for day last time. Now that 
quarantine broken, Harvest Moon replaces H.M.S. in kitchen. Once again melt chocolates 
for early celebration export. Let daughter have a low tide festival at home. Let you leave 
early tomorrow, sending bye love with broad, endless beach, home cooking, shore fishing. 
No questions asked . 
46 Lauren Marie Schmidt 
Cloistered 
The Haven House for Homeless Women and Children 
There are no men in the Haven House. 
And whether it was the tides and the moon 
orthe nearness of their rooms, ten red rosaries 
aligned, and the animal throb of their bodies 
too hard for two mothers to deny, so when 
I say, Write a poem about a body you know-
bodies of their sons, their daughters, 
their mothers, their own-Shauna writes 
of the night she made her way into a bedroom 
down the hall, and reads aloud her poem 
about the dark vinegar of another woman's 
menstruation on her mouth, the tang of that 
first forbidden taste. She reads about how 
the scent of red-brown silt streaked her nose, 
chin, and cheeks, how her fingernails carried 
crescents of blood for three days before the smell 
they held was fully scrubbed away, how she'd lift 
her fingers to her nose to inhale, teasing her secret 
lover in the hallways and over dinner. But here 
she is now, the door to her confessional wide open. 
All other mothers but one are scared. Of what, 
it is not clear: the blood, the body, two bloods, 
two bodies, sex at all in a place where you can't 
even snack in the living room, sex because 
sex put them here in the first place, though 
not this sex, hidden sex, between-two-
women sex, at that-time-of-the-month sex, 
with-the-nighttime-a ide-j ust-downsta irs sex, 
there-are-no-men-i n-the-Haven-House sex, 
so two women turned to each other, bowed 
to the cross of the other woman's body, 
and drank deeply of her consecrated wine. 
Lauren Marie Schmidt I 47 
48 Rebekah Denison Hewitt 
Elegy for What Almost Was 
Days the rain feels like an action verb, I speak, 
hear only absence pouring 
from my mouth. A waterfall. The closing 
of a jewelry clasp 
around my neck, like a hand. 
A child th inks of dying 
as simply 
the absence of movement. 
The rain feels like it's happening to us. 
God's spit. angel tears, answer to some tribal prayer, 
to someone saying thank god 
we needed the rain. Until the river banks swell 
into park benches and swallow roads. 
It's that kind of excess we are given-
we have so many letters to arrange 
into another person's name, 
there are whole books about it. 
The naming protects nothing. 
God hands you a silver tray of letters. 
When you reach for them, 
he jerks the whole shining thing back. 
A baby dies inside a mother 
while the coffee shop down the street 
gives away free drinks for its anniversary. 
Everyone walks out smiling and into the valley 
of this death and all the others. 
The living left in the failures 
of language and prayer. I tell my son too much. 
Driving past the cemetery, 
yellow and red flowers, he asks, 
"how do we take off our bodies?" 
Rebekah Denison Hewitt 49 
50 I Claire Mclane 
Your eyes are in a dream 
clouds are forming at your elbows halfway up like they do on extinct volcanos we all wallow 
in the setting sun of the kitchen light's single bare bulb floating in a pool of butter yellow 
the painted aquarium of the room makes you queasy can't see through the pastel film 
inserting itself onto every surface like a conversation you are begging to leave you think 
anchor the counter serves as dock for your pubic bone apart from land you hover with the 
wedge between your legs you forget you were lost in your butcher thoughts lost in slippery 
joints and the breaking of them they have a moist cracking sound they fight back tidy shiny 
slabs of muscle parsed out on plates then the rice spill hits the tile floor you taking cover like 
a mouse discover your paws are too big for your arms they are sticks and they are breaking 
in your butcher thoughts 
Time Fuse 
By the middle of the first day 
battalion of ___ found 
the infamous thicket; a mirror 
trees & mud, 
with the open field barely to be seen. 
I was a mud boot stuck I 
was a tree-ducking, 
the 
house of 
I was the shutter & puck of shit and puke in 
that bright bog of fear. 
I come to 
you released-the sound of a windchime, the blue-
grey 
song of a secret waterfall, my arms the 
trickle of the small stream, coins falling from my 
pockets 
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52 I Lauren Haldeman 
like jets blinking 
The firing 
of the cannon now just a squirrel purr 
the branches 
sinking into body fat, I am not there 
now my body of haversack and wool 
am floating to you uniform tethered to the 
trees 
-I 
am saying hello because you can see me it is 
delicious being seen. The men in their 
bodies crying out for water, having died cry 
out to be seen. This time in this dying 
winds 
long, winding far past 
Lauren Haldeman 53 
me to your time, time in my dying July 1861 
allows 
me sliding over leaves to July 
1991 one hundred years plus thirty Time in dying 
allows me see Meeting up with 
you until the dying is done. Slingshot from time I 
am in the soft center of everything It was 
me looking out that long rotted body far from the 
coins those coins that bone being seen 
coming over to the edge of the thicket-to be seen 
0- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
--- ------------- ------- ------------------------ -h 
54 John McCarthy 
Word Problem 
Pretend you want to make three mother's day cards. It will take you seventeen 
minutes to make the cards. If you began at 8:00am, what time will you finish 
the three cards? 
- found on an elementary school math worksheet 
Let's say I didn 't want to write the cards. Let's say it took years to never finish. 
Let's say I started but each minute fe ll away & caved down to the tiny finch bones 
time is made of. Let's say my relationship with my mother was complicated 
by the fact she kept trying to die every day regardless of the time. She wanted to die. 
I almost gave my mother a box of rocks one year, but didn't. I got scared & ran away 
into a field & threw the rocks at an old brown barn. There were cows in the field 
next to the barn. I remembered my father once called my mother a cow 
so I threw rocks at the cow heads & they mooed & it sounded like music. I laughed 
but I knew this was sad. The same day I got dropped into this particular world 
of wondering about my mother & time, I grew very bored & angry. I kept throwing 
rocks at cows & barns until a barn owl erupted from the loft screeching like a tire 
burning out. The barn owl flew into my mouth & nested in my throat. Every day 
afterwards at 8 :00am when I woke, opened the fridge to grab a glass of milk 
& yawned, my mother saw the barn owl staring at her from the back of my throat. 
Let's say the barn owl explains why instead of/ love you my mother said That's strange 
or Why would you do that? I asked her the same things. Let's say after failing 
to write even one card, I went to my teacher explaining my failure as a son 
& my teacher said keep on trying. In a moment of anger, I said the same thing 
John McCarthy 55 
to my mother later that day. My mother should have broke down in tears, but didn't. 
Her face stayed the same & I couldn't help but think I said the wrong thing 
because my mother gave the wrong answer, so I ran outside & kept running 
past all the fields & barns until I was far enough away to send a card, but didn't. 
56 I John McCarthy 
Pie Tins Behind Porch Lights 
August & it's battery-hot again like the sun has been left on for days. 
Mother is burning & she has stuffed pie tins behind the porch lights 
to keep the robins from nesting. The spangled light reflecting 
off the tins illuminates her grief, her illness-machetes of light 
above her head like a broken halo. A moat of silence stretches 
around our house. Her voice is lost to the wind & the stalks 
in the field run into each other in their panic & in their panic their whispers 
crawl out & knock on our door like a newspaper thrown sidelong 
by a kid on a bike & my mother crosses the threshold each day like wading 
into deep water, vanishing from the feet up. She answers the door 
until there is nothing left. All year I remember it has been like this-
bags of makeup, unused, spilled across the bathroom floor, 
her clothes, too baggy for her body, fastened to her ankles & wrists 
with rubber bands & she has moved through the house 
like a dial tone. The phone doesn't ring anymore but mother answers 
anyway, listening for the voices passing through her body. 
Lee Herrick 57 
What I Hear the Father Ask 
The mother cries into her black tea. 
The mother weeds in the small yard. 
The father cries into his old tea, 
tries to bring his son back to life, wonders 
why again, why the gun, why the cop, 
why the fire, where's the rain, 
why the gun, why the gun, 
why the hole, in the head, in the dream 
why theater, why the school grounds, 
why headline, why sonnet, 
why ammunition, why the acquittal, 
why the killer can't hear the doves 
why the boy cannot run with a hood 
why some men craft hate with theirs 
why again, why the gun, why the cop 
where's the out, where's the cry 
why the tie, why the tale, 
why the black, why the brown, 
why the sun go down like this. 
58 Jackie Craven 
My House Is Menstruating 
Being unclean, I sent my refrigerator to a mountain retreat 
for counseling and quiet meditation. 
Being unclean, I fed the drains a gentle solution of mineral oil 
and medicinal cannabis. 
I asked my doctor to prescribe something stronger 
for the microwave. 
Sent an email to Ask He/oise, who suggested I try mayonnaise 
with a splash of vinegar. 
Treated the curtains to a permanent wave. 
Gave the blinds permission to spend all day at the spa. 
Being unclean, I copulated the rooms with a Dirt Devil 
stretch hose and extension wand. 
My mother always said cleanliness requires perseverance 
and hard plastic tools. 
Boys Infest Our Building 
they scuttle between walls slip under doors 
I cover my head they follow me home 
swarm my eyes buzz my ears fill 
my nose stink the air give me 
sweaters&rings give me lockets&photos 
give me snips of hair I try the stairs 
every floor zzzzzzz they're there 
I try the elevator zzzzzzz more boys 
I pace the hall hear them outside 
boysss in the yard boysss at the pool 
lifeboy sits high watches from high 
praying man- tis legs preying 
man- tis arms quick mother says 
show him your teeth show him 
your smile 
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60 Kell Connor 
More Horses, Sore from Saddles 
Rats in the stable, the kitchen 
table, the sable horse hardly 
dark enough, the bit in the teeth 
is a soft metal, tin, the bit 
liquefies at body temperature. 
The rats run hotter and bother 
the horses. Nothing in heaven 
is ever crushed underfoot, so 
we can locate ourselves by the 
carnage we step over, by the bodies we 
walk across. The rats will likely live 
forever. I dig their graves 
and bring them flowers either way. 
I lay the grave at the foot of the flowers. 
I wait for a harrowing to narrow 
my list of enemies. I swallow 
the emetic eagerly, the only thing 
I can keep down lately. This caviar 
is really good. It's little rat eyes, 
from little rat babies. Arrows 
drizzle from my quiver, dull, 
aimless, sucked into the mud's 
mouth silently. 
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Swallow the Workweek in Little 
Sips 
My job is to kill 
the things I love 
with a shovel. 
It should be easy. 
The rats are 
here for cracked 
corn. They keep 
feeding. I keep the thwack 
of the blade in the back 
of my mind, until the 
sound is a sign 
in the air. I love it when 
my cowardice looks 
like mercy. The barn cat's 
mercy is massacre. The redeemer 
comes careening around 
the blind bend in a matte red 
Trans Am. My ride's here, I have 
to go. I go so gentle. You don't 
even know. 
62 Arna Codjoe 
Postcard 
A naked woman lies stomach-down, eyes wide 
in watchfulness or soft alarm. A shiny, black column 
of ants teems across the sienna background. 
Dali painted inky, three-circled bodies. Quick angles 
for legs. On the back Melissa wrote: maybe ants 
can come & take our troubles, our aches, & loneliness 
on their backs. I read loveliness at first-her handwriting 
hard to decipher. Your mouth on my knuckles, my blue 
dress, the Coney Island Cyclone-its rickety, 
wooden thunder, a cup for the pits of cherries 
we shared. The ants would take this too. 
Emily Bieniek I 63 
I have a scab on my knee 
that's jagged 
and circular 
like a small stone 
severed from 
a larger rock 
The dried blood 
cavernous and sharp 
Pussing 
from the eye 
of the sore 
It stings 
itches 
begging me 
to pick at it 
Peel back 
Split it apart from 
healing skin 
Pink and dry 
Ripe 
Not ready to be exposed 
I pick at that too 
Let a drop of 
th ick blood 
course down 
my leg 
and trickle 
between my toes 
Never healing 
but scarring 
A remnant 
64 Emily Bieniek 
of the wound 
that marred 
my gruff skin 
like a brand 
seared 
into a calf's hide. 
Aubade Ending in 
Disappointment 
In the field's raw drift 
a body, 
kept for remembrance. 
Its deerskin belly 
strewn with riverwater, 
feathers pinned to the shoulderblades 
like wings. 
Its open palms filling with snow, 
waiting for someone 
to close them 
or leave a note in the burlap 
of knuckle, 
a memory of something 
this tender. Childhood, 
not mine. 
Hunting season was the only time 
the house sang. 
The days my father's bed 
was made before 7 
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and scraps of hash brown 
straggled the sink drain 
like Delta smelt. 
The children were upstairs 
picking apart 
the floorboards, 
their hair: 
chrysanthemum yellow. 
There were no words 
for this time of day. 
Early mornings 
sitting by the window 
awaiting my father's return . 
I would know him 
by his heavy, brown parka. 
By his tired eyes. 
By his hands cracked and sullied, 
one pressed against the bald of his cheek 
for warmth , 
the other 
gripping the neck of the rifle 
like a goose. 
For this, the forest fell away 
along with the branches 
and the rocks 
the sun, a tumor of light flickering behind 
the snowclouds. 
And my father, striding towards the house, 
his back, corset-stiff, 
his hunting sack 
heavy 
with wind. 
Alex Greenberg 67 
You Forgot What You Meant When You 
Read What You Said 
And when I sidearm your ears into the lake like stones, you have every right to 
implode Instead, you dare me to pul l the fire alarm 
stuck to your back Your body reverberates, a garage band 8-side Shaken loose 
from the lake, a turtle emerges with a left ear in tow (maybe yours), golden loop stradd ling 
his th inning neck, you glitch laugh scoop him dead, memoryash muddying 
your hands All my friends chorus line in the distance li ke I ask 
and years from now, I'm scared 
you' ll on ly ever send blank letters home to an empty house (the way everything rattles 
like a loose doorknob in your pa lms) Before this begins to unravel, I think, wave al l my friends 
into a crescendo, into a choking sunset, watch them melt while my metallic ring of a heartbeat 
slaps against the inside of my skull hummingbird fast and yours drowning 
into the feedback static like a transmission lost 
too soon Slow steps Come in, do you copy close enough I smi le 
into your mouth 
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If I Could See All My Friends Tonight 
And a backd rop dropping from the sky: the ocean dusty 
like a family heirloom (the air looms-
before breaking the key off in the lock) 
waits for you to close your eyes 
Anymore, what makes someone 
a daredevi l- the number of streets people cross in a lifetime 
alone because someone they love said to From my window, your many faces refract 
light into jittery colors, your invisible seams unravel in the wind and you, too Impossible 
to be sure but there won't be anyth ing left to photograph the whole world over in a few years 
so to pass time, I've taken up reading palms by the crateful, sti ll bloodstained Am I wrong- impossible 
to be sure but I place palm over pa lm and pump into the chest of my lifeless sun, feeling ribs 
give way or what cou ld just be my life in the shadow 
of an airplane inches from crashing The sun coughs up blood and breath 
and we smile for th is take, sweeter when my hands curl 
around its neck again to squeeze it back dead Say, leave 
the dark of the night to me do you copy, I'll make sure it gets home safe 
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Sewed into Submission 
And you paint a portrait of me squeezing the light out of your sun The broad strokes 
of my limbs, part phantom, part feeling You smear 
away my body with the palm of your hand but what's the worst thing I'll never be 
able to unstick from my face anyway By now, the barista bleeding a hole 
through my cup with the tip of his marker Growth would be me 
not expecting you to show up with your shadow unbuttoned like that or staring 
but I do expect that and stare and those nightmares where you 're actua lly running away- just 
waterlogged is all Whatever, progress is misery isn't memory is sewing my eyes open because al l my friends 
swear your life's more enriching that way (why yes, I have been sewing my eyes open you can really see 
the difference) and the rest of the afternoon spent eating my words turning paper mache 
on the inside until I'm asking am I a part of this yet The chorus of papercuts when I press 
my hands to my stomach have nothing to say about your finished piece, the black hole 
where my head should be and by my window, al l these snow plows tearing through town 
in the middle of summer Once thought impossible, 
I run into everyone I cou ld possibly hate to run into before sunset 
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Back to Your House 
And an appropriate reply to the sight of your tongue, waterlogged 
ripe taste buds budding like pomegranate seeds is not string a few 
together into a rosary The staining your fingers the days it will take me 
to lick them clean Your fingerprints smeared across my phone when I first asked 
for your number These are my uncontrollable fears, you said being forced to sing 
inside a birdcage large speakers toppling over on you On my phone, you're saved as I Can't 
Thank You Enough For Trying To Give My Pet Turtle That Tracheotomy Even If It Was Too Late 
but the next night, I wear a sock as an ascot so as not to expose my neck the length of it 
scaling over A little rover on Mars snaps a picture of us, looking for signs of life, 
but finds none and loses its mind roving up to its own tracks and Death too 
with th is d isq u ieti ng text: using your comb 
on my inner thigh right now and then another trying to call me passe 
but the auto-correction to passenger pigeon much Your hair going metal gray in my phone 
glow and my teeth, my beak chattering like wind chimes 
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72 Owen Mcleod 
In the Car on the Way to My 
Girlfriend's Brother's Funeral 
I've been out of work for nearly two yea rs. 
None of my old clothes fit me anymore. 
Still, she wants me to love the rosy streaks 
of cloud we're headed toward. I do, sort of, 
but mostly I'm studying the way debris 
builds up on the shoulders-cigarette butts, 
bits of glass and shredded tire, fast food bags, 
condoms, possum bones, God knows what else, 
like a trail of weird crumbs to Woodlawn. 
She's crying now, so I don't mention that. 
I say something nice about the pink clouds, 
then flip down the visor to check myself out. 
Her brother and I were about the same size. 
I brush the dandruff from a dead man's suit. 
Journey 
The night her father deploys, 
when I turn out the light 
she says, Don't leave me, 
and not the crack under the door, the stars 
wheeling over our heads 
will comfort her. 
I tell her the great secret: when people go to sleep 
they find each other there. She looks at me and says how, 
and I say they pick somewhere to meet, 
and she says like where, and I say like the beach, 
and she says but everyone 
will meet at the beach, there will be too many umbrellas 
to see you. 
Let's meet next door, I say, no one will think 
of the hotel until they rebuild it. And she says, 
won't it be locked, and I say, we'll meet 
where the tennis courts used to be. 
It will be day there? she asks, and I say that's right, 
it's always day, it's beautiful, and somewhere she is already 
stepping out of the blue dark, sailing 
across the grass with her hair flung out beh ind her, 
certain I will come 
through the night to reach her. 
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Be Wilder 
here I am looking 
for points of arrest. 
"would've done as well" 
rides in on the back of it 
and starts to give. 
here's a quote 
about the greatest of all 
shrubs & branches: 
"they wi need in the heat.· 
saw fit to break, 
slid down the pediment 
(me, in the pediment). 
settled on that technical 
clicking. made it all sake. 
my little rabbit/racket. 
(the ground meanwhile 
may leap into the sky.) 
telescopic, the gathering. 
the earth like blankets 
in my arms. 
it took a bit 
to loosen the threads 
of the heart of the old 
whistle. I had to pretend 
I wasn't mourning. 
I say night never ends. 
still barely extant 
the overall furniture. 
look how small 
the evergreen bushes behind me 
are. 
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76 Jacqueline Last 
fiscal constraints 
shearing 
shearing 
knot vague unto vogue, or un 
knownw/ 
systemic violence in the shapeofmaybethree faces 
facing 
i1'tteffiat resurrection-of-coil, diluted not-straight tragedy/ 
orgasm or inanimate object i am 
most likely 
electrocuted Found particles 
the ecstasy is 
the shock of finding oneself in skin 
again 
again 
again 
written by a white man i 
in love w/ h is white singed mandatory removal of 
record from the body, your body 
u r not 
the same 
white man 
the one 
scratched on me 
drags my skin behind 
him orus 
us 
longing for urs 
is your body 
Jacqueline Last 77 
78 Selena Cotte 
For DJM, in a dream 
There is no motorcycle 
but it feels like a motorcycle. 
Crashing danger. Brightly-sunned Saturdays 
where 40-year-old men learn to ride 
in a closed-off section of the Super Target parking lot. 
Like my parents voting third-party at the 
Harley-Davidson store on Alafaya Trail. 
This time you're kissing me 
and I'm letting you. 
The room has no ceiling, maybe that's why it's so bright// The room flickers and we're 
outside// The room is back but I don't care. (/ want you to care for me.) 
Everyone is there and no one is watching. 
(You kiss me 
so softly 
and I let you .) 
This happened twice before and I stopped it, 
once at the library of bones, 
next in a hotel we could never leave 
(each time 
your lips 
that much 
closer 
to mine.) 
to powdered milk 
you were brought 
to us, a gift from a loving 
neighbor's church . though we weren't 
exactly needy who couldn 't 
use a little more or a little 
maybe for the tight times. 
some days mama used you 
as replacement to bake with. 
i apologize for my simple fear, 
my ugly arrogance. your box 
sheen white & oversized, the WIG 
stuck across your chest. 
i drew from your brother's top 
the black sweet wrinkle of raisins 
& from your cousin i cut 
the dull yellow of destroyed apple. 
but i wouldn't touch your ashen shape 
afraid your look might match your taste. 
once you were tucked in the cabinet 
your back perforated, 
the bag pierced through. 
your small flakes infected 
the shivering black 
of movement 
& disappearing. 
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Conceal 
grandma who kept books for a living 
and read corner store romance novels 
grandma who kept dictionaries on the kitchen table 
and slurred words into contraction 
grandma who taught me how to pass a poll test 
and how to beat a draft exam 
grandma who told me to study hard 
and leave school if the NBA was an option 
grandma who bought black 
and called us her little niggas with a smirk 
grandma who taught me how to shoot a bank shot 
and told me to quit the team if i rode bench 
grandma who paid for cars in cash 
and gambled herself broke on weekends 
grandma who hid toy guns i got as gifts 
and when 
she passed 
i pulled 
a real shotgun 
from the wall 
of her closet. 
Oshun 
sHe with the jazzy Max Roach nappy afro 
Future exited mecca from Planet Venus 
Eyelids stuck to the bed took a stroll 
Down the Phoenix street with the deepest 
Hip hop hold to hands Iii Black rambles 
About aliens in his dream named Sa Ra 
Driving colorful soul trains through the rumbles 
Of the ghetto where Black lives is the strata 
Sphere of the Ankh, ticket. three dollars 
And six dimes to travel around the city 
Filled with political hate for murder 
Of the innocent and injecting Iii baby 
With false heroines in education with no boom bap 
I saw God and she is Black with locks in a wrap 
Rashaad Thomas 81 
82 James Ragan 
On Lines I'm Not Sure Are My 
Own 
You tell me violins have no sound, 
that you come only to play 
at night when notes are silent, 
and I am breathing sleep 
into my own small seeds of talk, 
the lost words of the day's memory. 
I worry you up too easily 
each time I speak, the tongue 
bowing the litter of teeth 
into quarrels of a kind. 
You tell me I am playing 
the lost words of my youth, 
each squeal, the string's 
syllable of pain 
You tell me I am naked 
in your eyes when the strings 
go soft at the moment 
of our whispering. 
I can barely hear the breath 
of no sound, but the words, 
they worry me. They are pretending 
to speak. The violins tell me this. 
Lewis Freedman 83 
Perhaps 
perhaps we didn't know what we were perched on but we were perched on podium-like 
boxes 
we looked at each other don't ask me what we're perched on i wrote 
your hat is perched on your head like some antennae that transmits only lies 
some misshapen antennae that though it picked up a nice pattern a perfect pattern 
perhaps 
it was the pattern of a perfectly beheaded beaver ugh its tail stretched and wound around 
its back legs 
while some might suggest that's no perfect picture that same some might never have 
actually picked up a deer head and dropped it down a perfectly symmetrical 
hourglass erring all the way down 
that same some might never have been clubbed on the ankle by so-called details and 
then immediately pelted with what looked like crustaceans forming a pattern of 
perfectly symmetrical bruises across the sum of their body 
so ok there should be more connecting tubes here but i'm a snob i'm never pleased 
definitely crustaceans 
and though i wish to appear perfectly happy in this little scene i remain never able to 
weave through to the other side of that perforated screen 
some type of incessant patterned doubling that though it's not moving looks perfectly still 
they have a saying in the big circus where they actually perform this shit 
never turn your back on the runway they say but i turned my back on it 
and though perhaps it looked like a circus performance it was a high fashion show 
and down below i was wearing high-heeled slippers and petrouchka loungewear the 
designer insistently whispering to me look like you're reading a magazine 
and then turning back to the golden retriever puppy litter dressed as firefighters to say 
to their handler they're little dogs who have just committed a murder they've just 
committed a murder let's see it in their gaits 
84 Lewis Freedman 
here a magazine there some kind of look it's all just a ritual dance i guess 
a rigorous balancing act of a caricaturism of one kind and another that if it happens to 
catch each other's eye in the middle of performing 
some small trick perhaps gets a glimpse of what it looks like 
or not 
like two people or like a look-alike or like each other 
imagine faces positioned nose-to-nose performing some sort of last stand on a small 
stage but still managing to each look in some opposite direction 
this recalls me scarfing down the ceremonial bangers and mash to the primitive 
enthusiasm of a personal trainer 
the plate now empty of platitudes while we keep the circle running 
now i'm running round in circles searching for that perfume bottle where do we keep the 
perfume baby 
oh perhaps it's in the badger pelt where you left it 
and when i rubbed it something resembling a genie came out but came out bending over 
and before i could catch its weird face it was already zooming out and away lost just like 
any one of the others 
prominently now with background on both sides of it there is a large bent piece of metal 
on the leopardskin rug 
or perhaps slightly less prominently with soup frothing out from both sides of it there is a 
boiling pot of soup on the bearskin rug 
a carrot or perhaps a boat's coming down slowly from north to south to land at an angle 
over the er . .. that's awkward 
not quite sure what happened there lost in a lot of heavy foliage with a distinct cluster of 
leaves on the top 
enough to hide my youth in were i young or perhaps just a wild and faded blood-clot 
amorphous in shape each side painted red 
if i were the head of some large and growing finance group 
if i were one of those jet-set types with my own custom designed airplane in the shape of 
a horseshoe crab or something 
Lewis Freedman 85 
would i now know my way out of this body and into its parts? 
like would i know what it's like to be only a particular thorax versus like only a pituatary 
gland? 
would the four small negated chambers of my metaphysical heart be cool with the slightly 
narrowed supporting role they'd have to play in view of the overall picture and the 
special knowledge it's pointed out? 
a long pointed missile phallic in form is in pole position with a head-on view of its target 
which is a minimal water collection at the basin of a dried-up stone fountain with 
an equally phallic and mythologically immovable sword lodged into its rock 
i'm now sitting before a fireplace with a rug and four chairs and some variety of hairy 
crawling insect just walked by 
simultaneously i'm in a starbucks in vail colorado and am considering the issue of a 
formal complaint 
nearby though the bloom of his youth is lost the man standing and searching for a seat is 
either attractive or intriguing i can't tell 
and though i take up only one seat in the fireplace arrangement it appears as unclear to 
others whether the other seats are free 
resting both my hands on his shoulders it is 8am and reminded of my last night's dream i 
whisper perhaps you are up in a tree of some kind and perhaps and unfortunately 
you are a turtle 
perhaps you are a turtle out on a limb at a height in a deeply forested valley and unfit for 
either climbing or descending you pick a wilted treeflower with your slow beak 
this gesture appears to you to have some special meaning and looking down you see a 
pair of odd-looking potato chips meaningfully suggestive in their shape 
and below both that and the polished-in scratches of the hardwood floor you believe in a 
pantomime of error and hope that you see some variety of ground showing 
86 I John Sibley Williams 
Everything Must Belong 
Somewhere 
Just past the factory where old men 
silently sandpaper legs for machines 
to assemble into tables, there isn't 
so much a roaring sea as a graveyard 
of off-cuts crackling and fast burning 
into evening. The air is thick enough 
to hold and be held, to make something 
for us to believe in. What we make 
might be called love in another language. 
But we call it absence. We say almost. 
Awkward hands up blouses and stolen 
whisky jars and all those notes bundled 
up in the belly of an unplayed guitar. 
How to sing them? To get out of the way 
and let things sing through us? I think 
I miss myself in them. I think my father 
misses something too. Everything begins 
with missing. This dance that seems all 
body. Our teenage limbs windmilling 
the smoke from the wood that wasn't 
good enough for home. We call it home. 
Spectral Evidence 
The past stays in the past unless you 
think about it. Before diving into water 
my father made a sign of the cross. 
He was born in Salem sometime after 
the witch trials. When I was a child 
I wanted to be a witch. But I worried 
that other people would be afraid of me. 
Witches are only ugly if you're afraid 
of them. There are many ways to ignore 
what you want. There are many ways 
to ignore your biological needs. 
In Medieval Europe, you were a witch 
if you floated in water. I spent a lot 
of my childhood floating in water. 
I spent a lot of time alone in bathrooms. 
Sometimes I put blush on my cheeks. 
In church, I made signs of the cross. 
My father spent a lot of time watching 
horror movies at the local theater. 
Horror movies get smaller and sadder 
as the years go by. Coming soon: 
another spectacular way to die. 
Coming soon: all the tears of the past. 
In Salem, 19 people were hanged for 
being witches. In Salem, you could legally 
claim to be afflicted by an apparition. 
Incantations make the planet rotate 
once every 24 hours. In school I learned 
how to cast a spell on myself. In school 
I learned how to write my own obituary. 
Steve Healey 87 
88 Steve Healey 
My blushing cheeks were against 
school policy. We took a field trip 
to the bottomless swimming pool. 
There's a right way and a wrong way 
to be baptized. Witches can't sink 
because they're made of water. We took 
a field trip to the museum of execution. 
I wrote my father's obituary with my eyes 
closed. I dove into the deep end 
with my hands tied behind my back. 
Light, on Its Own Accord 
Where will you put me now, the unheld and 
gathering hold of sound 
in a bright room: a brief history. Caravan 
offaces. Mine, a tumble of. 
Alison Palmer 89 
Gentle first weather. A row of glass 
jars on the rail, clothes on the line. Promises I select 
only after they've failed. 
What lists are for. 
The shapes 
you make with your absence. The invitations. Wild 
yard made for fits of the body, light: Try your hands. 
What was naked only hours ago. 
From here, I think, around the collarbone, to 
below the breastbone. 
We come for these parts and claim them . 
We whittle the body down. 
90 Jason Morphew 
Thank you 
for your patience as we lived 
with your poems 
of daring and finesse. 
We're honored and hope 
they find their way 
home. They can't stay here 
but in thirty years 
we'll be dead and no 
one will know 
them on the road 
or dream 
how close they came. 
At Night This Field 
A mouth. A grazing. 
The mouths that seek grazing 
sleep. A prairie. A sky. 
A razing 
of bodies small 
A prairie of pig-tailed beets. 
This hour is not mine. 
Small breaths of soft solace, 
all tender and gone. 
That dark. That nothing. 
Your empty. My grief. 
You once said: 
hope makes for a heavy fall. 
I know. A dirt. A wind. 
How dirt accepts 
what wind can no longer hold. 
A runoff. A rain. The history 
of rain. 
And that sudden 
sweet rush of stars, of silence. 
Who wouldn't welcome 
a thing so unstoppable? 
A landscape. A listening. 
A tree of beak-tucked birds. 
A seeking of hungry teeth . 
Kristene Brown 91 
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Somehow light knows 
how to die gracefully, push 
up against a dark house, 
dark in every window 
and every door, then 
let it go. I let it go. 
This moment. 
This night. This field. 
A gentle vacancy. A memory 
of this moment, 
here, slow and moveable. 
A moon . A falling. 
An absence growing fuller 
until it disappears. 
30th Ann iversa ryFeatu re 
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A Bouquet of Objects 
Lovely to be 
like a racehorse surrounded by flowers 
but it is also lovely 
to be surrounded by air and own pendants 
and bracelets of soot. 
Here is a factory made fresh by broken windows 
and there is my muse 
returning home with a pail of milk. 
He brings me 
down to earth where all poetry begins 
with such beautiful hands 
that I am forever doing nothing but thinking 
of objects 
and asking him to hold them. 
98 Vol. 2, 1989: Lorri Jackson 
Judy Jetson 
(on her back, tattooed) 
wanna squat above you primal 
june of the sacrificial pleasure 
the artificial flavor 
juice of the jujube squad 
queen of the aqua net set 
just because of the way boys think 
they want you 
beauty in the dyed eye 
of the hand that holds the cock 
wanna reach to rim the hole of your future 
where everything will be had easy 
wanna crowd you in your clubland 
when the light flash faster faster 
wanna push you from your pose 
a typically weird sin, 
your play-dough destruction 
earrings, red those lips to match 
i want the blonde lie 
of your dark roots 
i wanna taste what 
is there to be tasted 
because in my playground 
experience will suck us off 
judy, don't settle for time 
on your knees in a john 
it's no adventure 
for a wrecked age where 
love is another girl's name 
whispered in your ears 
as he pumps you full 
of an anger you don't understand 
where your self is left 
on a shelf behind 
another morning's ravage and 
last year's records 
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One False Move 
I can't stay anything. 
I am in the doll house, 
in the bathtub, 
reading a magazine. 
Me, with power, 
towering over the quiet 
and pliable living 
and cool and difficult dead . 
The church bell a bodyguard 
when I passed in the night, 
ringing, scaring and securing me. 
In the garden until the bells 
of evening mass, long shadows 
on the lawn and burning back. 
I am quiet as dark patches 
on the face of the house 
in the evening. 
I put on the light and 
watch cats crawl. 
There is no gate. 
The tracks aren't near here, 
but I can hear the train 
and want to run. 
Used to believe it could pull me 
toward it, and the power 
of the train 
leaves me speechless and frozen 
like a child hearing a lie. 
In the fatalist 
modesty of the doll house 
there is no religion , 
mirrors, or means of moving. 
I fall from where there 
should have been a wall. 
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Ginger's Dress 
I've been watching 
and you've never lost a bit of glitter. 
(An ounce of glamour goes a long way 
on a tropical island.) 
You must be made of dreams, 
moonlight nights by the lagoon, 
volcanic movements, 
coconut cream pies, 
and repressed desire. 
Are you trying to be the serpent in the jungle? 
Are you made out of satin or cement? 
Is it age that makes you seem so? 
Soft focus, 
grainy spots of dust, 
missing frames, 
and still you fall in perfect pleats, 
exaggerated colors, 
gold and silver, 
hiding her body in your way 
makes even the lamest of jokes stand up and take notice. 
Makes clarinets sing, 
while sax cries, 
for it is the end of 
wealth, 
strength, 
laughter, 
the professor 
and Mary Ann. 
We are trapped like you. 
We pretend to enjoy the repetition . 
knowing that we can never escape. 
watching the skies, 
building the fires, 
glimmering in the flames, 
and hoping forthe best. 
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Generic Teenager 
Comes with changeable ponytail 
and a time machine 
with one boy 
or another 
or a girl comes with her mother 
to model her into Miss Universe 
the blue eyes of smiling Texas 
she gives 
like 
one shit 
dinosaurs lived there before her 
she thinks dinosaurs are the 
invention of the whole world-unreal, 
conjured, masculine, and 
no way did some of the them not eat meat 
her teeth, like theirs, are specimens 
her bones as agile 
as theirs really were 
when she does the Cake Walk 
across the vast plain of the athletic field 
she trips the time machine 
and we thank her for it 
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Moon Laying on Her Side 
value is as value does 
i can't get good seNice or is it just me? 
i use my real name 
but the best i can do is imagine small's paradise 
who do i thank for being so skunked 
so razzed so out of sync 
excuse me for the eyes in the back of my head 
sad 
of thee of thee of thee singing 
i am bold patriot. i embrace the nation/notion 
that condemns me. i've never confessed 
to anything that wasn't public policy. all i 
ever wanted was enuff green to cover the black 
i cook all day i cook all night 
i conjure conjure till the roux is right 
(he says I have a high mind 
and a whore's hips) 
i prepare the oven 
for a meal of bones 
for a plate of the lover 
who leaves me alone 
when social daily becomes habit-arf arf 
rewriting the turf as i rave thru it 
stripped naked 
my truth hangs by its nappy mane 
strung up in the candy shop window 
its hands crossed over its pubis. sprays 
the third element of creation 
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108 Vol. 7, 1994: Elizabeth Alexander 
Abuela Watches Television 
(1964) 
You wait for Ricky Ricardo to bloom 
in Spanish, your map of the world, your map 
to the real, past, beautiful place. Home, 
where you are but you are not, where the lights 
go out and the water cuts off, where the girl 
down the street is chained in her yard because 
she is half-wit, because the boys know 
and have sex with her, and she wants it. 
You are here, Abuela, in a wheelchair 
in a living room in Washington, D.C., 
watching for the boxer, "Cachoo Clay," 
so beautiful and black. You laugh hardest 
when "Amos and Andy" comes on, who remind 
you of home: San Pedro de Macofis. 
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Fall in Tompkins Square Park 
The homeless man slouched on a bench a few feet away screams 
"She's thunder and I'm lightning, yes yes yes, thank you folks ... " 
He's drinking T-Bird from the green bottle. I'm sitting with Ed. 
We talk some, but mostly stare off into the trees (the leaves 
are yellow and gold). "This is amazing!" I say. "We don't get this in L.A." 
"Get what?" "The colored leaves." Ed iseatingsunflowerseeds. 
"Well , I'm from New York," he says-spit- "and it's still fuckin' 
amazing." 
A boy, 5 or 6, rides up in his red battery-operated car and parks 
in front of us. He stares. Ed grumbles, "Hasn't he seen fags before?" 
I'm thankful I won't have any kids-I couldn't stand so many questions, 
they're always asking questions. At least I did: "Christ-are you writing 
a book?" my mother would say with a cigarette stuck in her mouth, 
her lips thin and red-no, orange-one of her favorite 
lipstick colors, especially this time of year, her autumn in California: 
Santa Ana winds lounging by the pool, Tree-Top apple juice with vodka, 
and the brown Oldsmobile wagon with fake wood-grain siding that she'd 
drive at night, windows 
down, eyes bulging out, listening to A.M . radio. 
110 Vol. 9, 1996: Alice Notley 
Place Myself in New York 
(Need One More There) 
We move to New York so I can be wild language briars 
Oh is that why? I try everything to write 
My desire's extraction of woman from myself onto paper 
To put her there as if she were. And to put him there speaking 
Back and forth rosewater and glycerine either/both 
Softening and scenting facts of no money and ensuing death. 
This isn't plain it wasn't so plain an ill man 
For example I'm married to but I sing "Just 
A poet" he'd described me the highest compliment 
Not a diva experimentalist genius or ferocious outlaw-
Just a poet. Who am I I'm really social 
For the first time in my life and for years (that's 
Over) there are these craftsmen craftspeople everywhere 
To find out from. Oh fellow consider 
The look of legs walking on film, in the rhythm of 
Traffic signals; the permanence of New York light 
Embedded into the texture of jeans and plaster and red 
Juice, a painting; someone is shouting up from downstairs 
No he's shouting his poem to anyone: I'm 
Writing it down for him, "Don't shit me man/Just say it out." 
I've said everything to you now I'm happy 
Kids come here and have hamburgers sun's sunk 
Over rooftops leaving trace of whitened dark-blue in dark-blue 
I like how small the apartment it pulls us closer 
Piezoelectric crystal they've gone to bed now and don't think 
Just pick up words not toys. All my best writing down 
Done late at night not like this but like that back 
Then, my life's disconnections a culture in unitive me-
No divinatory gift-no deaths will ever come-
Just a poet, one; corrupted by the competition 
Of Who'll say it. 
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The Drummer Boy 
Oh what a sleepy night! The eyelids are drooping, the shoulders are slumped, the nostrils 
are wheezing. And Tommy the miniature drummer boy statue is yawning in the haystack 
where he landed last night when the farmboy hurled him into the dark sky. And now above 
the new-mown fields the stars burst into the drummer boy's brain and rain silver fear into 
his nervous system. He will have to get used to the fact that-oh, it makes me tired just 
to think of it-the fact that there are so many miles between him and the stars that are so 
immense but look so small and may not even be there anymore, just as he is not there 
anymore for the farmboy, the boy who himself will soon be leaving home. 
"The Drummer Boy" is reprinted by permission from Collected Poems (Coffee House Press, 
2013). Copyright© 2013 by Ron Padgett. 
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Half-gnawed, raw black walnuts zing from branches, 
a perfect hail, thud the parched ground, hundreds 
splitting air: it's squirrels! squirrels! in the canopies 
robbing us of nuts, nut pies, nutty oatmeal, baklava-
industrialists against winter, building stores in the 
potted plants and soil under petunias, great bulging 
cheeks of earth. I look and they plop at my feet, 
under rodent barking and copulating, the trees shaking 
with nerves. Well, after the first year of emptiness 
I stopped expecting my trees to yield nuts for me-
in June I spy green nodes under leaves between 
forking wood, and in July walk on carpet of half-
eaten balls. Each bears the signature of squirrel plow 
marks. Isn't that, as well, a symbol for love, leisure, 
pain, exuberance, life itself-everything is half-eaten. 
Yesterday on powdery, rocky, and sodden trails 
I hiked nine miles through mountainous woods 
stepping on deer tracks, horse hoof prints, and 
human footprints obliterating them who will obliterate 
mine piecemeal over time, in chips, knocking off 
heel marks, toe pushes, clean lines. Perhaps a mis-
shapen piece of one step will survive years but then 
the wind will take it. I am not whole in my skin-the 
little nut of me-but whole in the stomach and gut 
of the world, flung wide. Even at birth, purple and 
new, I was but a piece she found to push through. 
My feeling for you fragments, gives food, vanishes, 
rains down, glistens, like flecks in fields of rich 
ground, resurrects, nourishes with life what's all 
around, fuses and detonates, separated by ripping 
114 Vol. 11, 1998: Gordon Massman 
fingers of air. You may not close your hand 
around it. solid and undispersed, yourself disparate 
but unhurt, until, finally, from above, you are 
eaten into wholeness by the very God you love. 
Vol. 12, 1999: Harryette Mullen 115 
Wipe That Simile Off Your Aphasia 
as horses as for 
as purple as we go 
as heartbeat as if 
as si lverware as it were 
as onion as I can 
as cherries as feared 
as combustion as want 
as dog collar as expected 
as oboes as anyone 
as umbrella as catch can 
as penmanship as it gets 
as narcosis as could be 
as hit parade as all that 
as ice box as far as I know 
as fax machine as one can imagine 
as cyclones as hoped 
as dictionary as you like 
as shadow as promised 
as drinking fountain as well 
as grassfire as myself 
as mirror as is 
as never as this 
"Wipe that Simile Off Your Aphasia ," by Harryette Mullen was also published in Sleeping 
with the Dictionary (University of California Press, 2002) and used by permission of the 
author. 
1161 Vol. 13, 2000: Clark Coolidge 
Somebody's Broom Closet 
The hero's storage door opened on a hobo calm 
have you come from the center of this life? 
livingroom plus smoking jacket and Bendix 
Halicrafter set equals 
the Grist for Venus plus 
did you say Christmas tree bulbs? 
VanCleefthinks the pillows on his couch 
will destroy the world 
but would it? put 
some gauges on your wall plus a faulty TV 
and 
the room experiences radio failure 
now the silliest things in the world wil l stop 
a wall full of nebulas and hamburgers to void 
Bartok has stopped too 
drove the car right in the seat but 
there were too many silver circles on the dash 
"our car has power control" 
what's that stick in the back of the neck? 
the rules of a room are just as void 
a nest of wasps and I've got the plug 
30X99 
Tara 
My name bloomed from my father's lips 
during a blizzard 
A teenage girl from Pakistan 
told me my name means star 
She thinks I will be one 
since I am already 
While sighing I saw the pale green 
statue ofTibetan goddess born 
from the eyes of Avalokiteshvara 
reaching out the rays of her arms 
This goddess looked over love 
and its veins of compassion 
She slept in the vowels of my name 
My name smiles in these vignettes 
Not when people mention 
a Gone with the Wind plantation 
tangled in Irish-Gaelic zephyrs 
twisting through pinnacles 
Not when I cringe under 
my mother's voice yelling 
my fu ll name 
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Tara Jean Betts 
which was almost 
Monique or some other 
French nom de plume 
discarded for the four-petal bud 
my father discovered 
one January morning 
Running To 
teeth are no barrier 
to a body obsolete in its curves 
dark unwinds about her 
obvoluted passages of shadow 
ladyslips, bound to eye's confessions 
sleep & urine rationed out 
into dry dream-mouth 
stars' silver nails: malice 
indigo ravine 
mauve reach, swollen distance 
Vol. 15, 2002: Steven Teref 1119 
120 I Vol. 16, 2003: D.A. Powell 
[in the elegant days of downtown: 
we sunned on the porch] 
in the elegant days of downtown: we sunned on the porch 
no nose cancers grew. no deep lines in our brows. we lived 
with a gassy dog. tempestive guests. a lawyer for a slumlord 
a counselor next door and a trash man next door to that 
the couch smelled where rotten pears had melted in the cushions 
the coffee tasted burnt. the whole house wept: a martini glass 
was it the staircase that groaned? boards under the carpet 
that swamp cooler or the door that came unhinged at a touch 
was it the picture of jesus over the mantel or the aceldama drops 
from the red wax of the candles in their tarnished candelabras 
iceblocks deliquescing the kitchen. pipes gargling the commode 
that dog breaking wind in his sleep with the hooty hoot of a barn owl 
perhaps someone's trick liquored up: stinking with navy stories 
until we conked him. rolled him down the steps in a drum 
abundant as grass the graces touched us. leaching through the walls 
humming through oscillations of the sundering aluminum fans 
in the wee light: a wilding song unsettled. a bell for the coming mass 
Vol. 17, 2004: Robert Siek 121 
Turkey on Saturday 
Turkey dinner with my family on a Saturday afternoon 
is unlike Thanksgiving but somehow better than midday Sunday pasta, 
like graduating from kindergarten one day, 
then standing in a college auditorium 
on another, moving your tassel across your mortarboard. 
My brother and sister-in-law were visiting mom and dad 
with my two-month-old nephew. I hadn't see the kid 
in three weeks, so I showed up to see how big he was getting, 
like an investigator seeking evidence at a taped-off crime scene. 
My mother shows me on line photographs, 
claiming he looks like her as an infant. I look like my mother, 
but the baby definitely resembles my brother, like reel-to-reel 
home movie footage, pre-VHS, when he began walking, 
wearing a mustard-colored turtleneck and plaid bell bottoms. 
Children weren't spared the fashion of the seventies, 
when it was simpler before the age of information-
9/11, terrorists. The Twin Towers collapse in my head. 
I decide that the baby has my sister-in-law's lips-
too full, unlike anyone on this side of the family. 
Stuffed with turkey and mashed potatoes, 
I play with my not-asleep nephew, while he stares at my face, 
lying in his rocker-seat and grabbing my fingers, 
like my father clenching a drumstick at the head of the table. 
The baby doesn't know what to do with them and releases. 
He smiles when I say his name like audio recordings in slow motion, 
between instances of blowing air from my closed lips, causing them 
to shake like "brrr'' sounds made while standing in snow, 
like frozen moments on winter mornings. 
122 1 Vol. 17, 2004: Robert Siek 
My brother videotapes this, and I picture an older cousin 
at the age often, lifting me in the air when I was an infant 
on some mid-70s Christmas day. I'm screaming in delight 
but I hear nothing; 8-millimeter films were silent. 
I recall childhood fears of Russia nuking the U.S. 
"Turkey on Saturday" by Robert Siek was published in a slightly different version in 
Purpose and Devil Piss (Sibling Rivalry Press, 2013) and used by permission of the author. 
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"Please Don't Sit Like a Frog, Sit 
Like a Queen" 
-graffiti inside the cubicle of a ladies' bathroom in a university in the Philippines 
Remember to pamper, remember to preen . 
The world doesn't reward a pimply girl. 
Don't sit like a frog, sit like a queen. 
Buy a shampoo that makes your locks sheen. 
If your hair is straight, get it curled. 
Remember to pamper, rememberto preen . 
Keep your breath minty and your teeth white and clean. 
Paint your nails so they glisten, ten pearls. 
Don't sit like a frog, sit like a queen. 
Smile, especially when you're feeling mean. 
Keep your top down when you take your car for a whirl. 
Remember to pamper, remember to preen. 
Don't give into cravings, you need to stay lean 
So you can lift up your skirt as you prance and twirl. 
Don't sit like a frog, sit like a queen. 
Don't marry the professor, marry the dean. 
Marry the king, don't marry the earl. 
Remember to pamper, remember to preen. 
Don't sit like a frog, sit like a queen. 
124 Vol. 19, 2006: Kimiko Hahn 
His Showres Soote 
Like Chaucer's opening lines of swich licour 
now there's the occasional slip dress 
to prompt the oh and the oh yeah-
also the gardenia fragrance 
the husband doesn't know he will purchase 
before the light crosses the mattress. 
I struggle against routinized ecstasy and ruin. 
We've known too much. Yet still expect expectation . 
April's. 
It feels wrong, growing old in the coldest month of spring: 
me, on this late pilgrymage 
and the third husband so full of courage-
Vol. 20, 2007: Brenda Shaughnessy 125 
A Poet's Poem 
If it takes me all day, 
I will get the word "freshened" out of this poem. 
I put it in the first line, then moved it to the second 
and now it won't come out. 
It's stuck. I'm so frustrated, 
so I went out to my little porch all covered in snow 
and watched the icicles drip, as I smoked 
a cigarette. 
Finally I reached up and broke a big, clear spike 
off the roof with my bare hand. 
And used it to write a word in the snow. 
I wrote the word "snow." 
I can't stand myself. 
1261 Vol. 21, 2008: Misha Collins 
Old Bones 
This morning 
The smell of bacon 
Brought me downstairs 
But before I reached 
The open kitchen door 
A voice stopped me 
My mother telling 
Her old, arthritic dog, 
"I know sweetness 
You've been carrying those bones 
For a long time." 
I leaned unseen 
On the mildewed 
Windowsill 
Watch ing her 
Sip coffee 
Fry bacon 
Her old dog 
Pressing at her knee. 
Enter the Dragon 
-LosAnge/es, California, 1976. 
For me the movie starts with a black man 
leaping into an orbit of badges, tiny moons 
catching the sheen of his perfect black afro. 
Arc kicks, karate chops, and thirty cops 
on their backs. It starts with the swagger, 
the cool lean into the leather front seat 
of the black and white he takes off in. 
Deep hallelujahs of moviegoers drown 
out the wah wah guitar. Salt & butter 
high-fives, Right on, brother! and Daddy 
glowing so bright he can light the screen 
all by himself. This is how it goes down. 
Friday night and my father drives us 
home from the late show, two heroes 
Cad ii lacking across King Boulevard . 
In the car's dark cab, we jab and clutch, 
Ji m Kelly and Bruce Lee with popcorn 
breath, and almost miss the lights flashing 
in the cracked side mirror. I know there's a .45 
beneath the seat, so when uniforms 
Vol. 22, 2009: John Murillo 127 
128 Vol. 22, 2009: John Murillo 
approach from the rear quarter panel, 
when the fat one leans so far into my father's 
window I can smell his long day's work, 
when my father-this John Henry of a man-
doesn't buck, tucks his baritone in a blazer of 
nasaled no sirs, license and registration shaking 
as if showing a bathroom pass to a grade-
school principal, I will learn the difference 
between cinema and city is the difference 
between the moviehouse cheers of old men 
and the silence that gets us home. 
Vol. 23, 2010: James Shea 129 
Poem by Tolstoy 
June 18, 1850 
Got up at 7:30; did nothing before 11; 11 to 12-music; 2 to 5-the estate; 6 to 8-
music; 8 to 11-toilet, music, and reading. 
October 28, 1860 
Sunday. The one way to live is to work. To work one must love work. To love work the 
work must be attractive. To be attractive, it must be half-done, and well done. Cercle 
vicieux. But what can one do? Fortune-telling, irresolution, idleness, melancholy, 
thoughts of death. I must escape from this. There's only one way. Force myself to work. 
It's now one o'clock and I've done nothing. Must finish the first chapter after dinner. 
November 10 
For ten years or so I haven't had such a wealth of images and ideas as these last three 
days. I can't write, they are so abundant. 
130 Vol. 24, 2011: Amy Gerstler 
Pale Queen 
Her sovereignty. Your poverty. Her mocha-
nippled majesty. All her faults, those small 
assaults. Her kisses, which taste of ancient faiths. 
Pray don't reproach her, imprisoned as she is 
in her latest incarnation, dazed by pent up 
scents that waft from her hair as she unwinds it 
at night. When she asks "do I look like a harlot 
in this dress?" insist that's ridiculous. When she 
inquires if pin curls make her a dead ringer 
for some medieval Spanish rabbi , better not 
laugh if you value Th is Unnatural, Utterly 
Lovely Woman, who drowned her child in a pond 
five lives ago, such was the distracted state 
of her mind:/ cannot pray, and can never repent ... 
"Pale Queen" from Scattered at Sea by Amy Gerstler, copyright© 2015 by Amy Gerstler. 
Used by permission of Penguin Books, an imprint of Penguin Publishing Group, a division of 
Penguin Random House LLC. All rights reserved. 
Vol. 25, 2012: Stacey Waite 131 
The Kind of Man I Am at the OMV 
"Mommy, that man is a girl," says the little boy 
pointing his finger, like a narrow spotlight, 
targeting the center of my back, his kid-hand 
learning to assert what he sees, his kid-hand 
learning the failure of gender's tidy little 
story about itself. I try not to look at him 
because, yes that man is a girl. I, man, am a girl. 
I am the kind of man who is a girl and because 
the kind of man I am is patient with children 
I try not to hear the meanness in his voice, 
his boy voice that sounds like a girl voice 
because his boy voice is young and pitched high 
like the tent in his pants will be years later 
because he wil l grow to be the kind of man 
who is a man, or so his mother thinks. 
His mother snatches his finger from the air, 
of course he's not, she says, pulling him 
back to his seat, what number does it say we are? 
she says to her boy, bringing his attention 
to numbers, to counting and its solid sense. 
But he has earrings, the boy complains 
now sounding desperate like he's been 
the boy who cries wolf, like he's been 
the hub of disbelief before, but this time 
he knows he is oh so right. The kind 
of man I am is a girl, the kind of man 
I am is push ups on the basement 
1321 Vol. 25, 2012: Stacey Waite 
floor, is chest bound tight against himself, 
is thick gripping hands to the wheel 
when the kind of man I am drives away 
from the boy who will become a boy 
except for now while he's still a girl voice, 
a girl face, a hairless arm, a powerless hand. 
That boy is a girl that man who is a girl 
thinks to himself, as he pulls out of the lot, 
his girl eyes shining in the Midwest sun. 
Ritual 
I made a scar 
in the earth drew out 
an admixture of nanobyte 
and coal saint plus animus 
plus bandwidth and a pinch of 
the folklore of my 
adolescent decadence 
and the funk 
in all my stories 
I once was basic beast my spirit 
a betwitching hybrid 
I was oracular gravity 
from every corner of me 
Vol. 26, 2013: Carmen Gimenez Smith 133 
134 1 Vol. 27, 2014: Mary Ruefle 
The Cake 
Where would you like to be? 
A little closer to the window, please. 
And the soul of my mother spake, saying 
You should have spoken sooner. 
And I heard my father's soul say 
You should have listened to me. 
Then I was wheeled to the window 
And I saw the mist over the grass 
Of all words, my mistakes carefully 
Wrapped in a blanket and sung to. 
On the corner there was a bakery 
A cake sat in the window, 
Waiting for the world to wake up. 
Vol. 28, 2015: Maureen Seaton 1135 
Quantum Fiction 
Frances (a flapper) was entangled with Francis (a bowler)-and off they went 
to co-create my father, an uncertain principle, if ever there was one (and there 
were many), of the twentieth and final century in which bowling might still be 
enjoyed without shame. Frances was a drinking girl, wild (a wave) yet beloved in 
her misanthropy, and wholly sweet when sober (a particle). I skipped centuries 
to walk her safely across Board Avenue; nuzzled beside her when Francis left 
his bowling arm (and body) behind and headed for a cosmos where alley sports 
were still respected, and she had nothing, not even a neutrino, to console her. 
The flapping arts meant little to her then, she was desolate as an electron 
that's been disconnected from its cohort whose orientation is now horizontal 
(dead man) when it used to be vertical (bowling champ), and there's death 
gaining fast on the speed of light and my grandmother with her warm beer and 
Chesterfields asleep beside a child who leapt into Jersey one autumn and loved 
her instantaneously. 
1361 Vol. 29, 2016: Anselm Berrigan 
Pregrets 
just leave a little unfinished feeling on the edge 
there somewhere, disrespect your given indentation 
you know, sounding like some idea of ta lking, fuck 
that, with the angular nearness of objecthood, its dis-
equilibrium & rational miscomposition & congrats 
you're a dissolute piece of seriousness undergoing 
routine axis inversion, & presenting Janeway, on top 
of existing offers, we could always gradually reintroduce 
the DNA at a later date, el ite relievers on the reverse 
side, June drew a Twombly, two hundred comments 
to go please, he should be repelling or sleeping on 
the sidewalk every day, the copy dosed with gravitas 
prepositions for sale, naked taste subject fondles 
mechanical buy, mows-down-most-of-the-league don't 
wanna sit around the pen watching spankings every 
night, big hot pastrami confidant stewed so much it 
freaked out rivers, exhausting previewed space, any 
minor mix-up might spiral sneeze into piss streams 
for some reason I'm always in a good mood, menta lly 
you ever see weekend at bernies 2, there's already a 
dead guy, Spider, Baboon, Bocci, & Pockets, devolving 
from scorpions to brothers, edge auto rental bumps 
made a little move, didn't have my footing, trying to 
sort out the jester market, the domino market, the 
classical problem of underexposure to old commercials 
New Work by Columbia 
Poetry Faculty 

Jenny Boully 139 
from Dream Valley 
Day began as Scarlet Ribbons. They braided into hair. There was clover there somewhere; 
it was marring the yard. 
Little Doily sunk down into the forest green of Armchair. It was a moss mountain. 
Somewhere the Sorceress had enchanted the Rosebushes; they mostly resembled 
tangled hair. Little Doily had been at it again: protesting the brushing. 
Jackrabbits tore at the sky. They stole almost the whole of that one cloud. 
Little Doily thought she could live within her singular yearning. She watched as Father Doily 
drank his Folger's instant crystals coffee. 
Little Doi ly had been made for practice; Little Doily had been made for decoration; Li ttle 
Doily had been made for pretend. 
Little Doily would rather have been Pink Doily or Red Doily or the pure white one, but 
Little Doily was ombre and green and yellow. She was of the flowering di ll; she was of the 
blooming broccoli. She was of the day, the color schemes of before all this, of back when . 
And that is why Fridgerator was and why Stove was and why Dishwasher was and why 
Dishtowels were back then. There was sometimes carrot orange and coffee brown in it. 
Day began as green and yel low. It had been made on a 1.5mm steel needle. It was made 
for pretend. 
The Grass had been imported; the Grass was not from here. It wou ld be taught a lesson; it 
would be sorry for having been. Jackrabbits all scurried now: Jackrabbits having had rocks 
thrown at them . Jackrabbits now all sorry for having been. 
Hairbrush had been taught a lesson; it was sorry for having been. Hairbrush broke 
because it was thrown against the wa ll ; Hairbrush had not been good enough to brush 
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through tangled hair; Hairbrush was sorry for having been. Hairbrush, too, was not from 
here. Hairbrush had been a gift from Grandmother Doily; Hairbrush was something that 
normally would not have been let in . 
Day began as a knot. Its middle was picked at and poked and chained into again and 
again . 
Speaking of: Armchair had been stabbed in the back. Behind it, Goldfish kept turning. 
Goldfish thought none of this was real; Goldfish thought all the broken glass in the house 
was pretend. 
Day began as crimson. It kept going until it was yea high and yea long, but then it was 
pulled apart when it became apparent that it was going to be too complicated, take too 
long. Day became something to mend. 
The Giraffe on the wall was sorry for having been. He and Mother Giraffe were mirror 
images. 
Goldfish kept turning until Mother Doily decided it was making Fish Tank too dirty and 
then Goldfish was taken to Miller's Pond. It was making Fish Tank too dirty. Little Doily 
protested: she had won it at school on the day of the fair. Mother Doily now wanted 
Angelfish and Guppies. Mother Guppy stabbed Armchair in the back with, before she ate 
them, her many many babies. 
Tinsel on the Christmas Tree was alarming. Tinsel made the Tree all dirty. Tinsel ruined 
everything. 
Little Doily had wanted to be in the world of pretend. Little Doily had wanted to engage 
with that but she was too hesitant to ask her parents to sign the permission form or maybe 
she had asked her parents to sign the permission form but the form was never signed 
or maybe her parents had signed the permission form but had marked the box next to 
Jenny Boully 1141 
no I do not wish for my child to participate or maybe Little Doily's parents had signed the 
permission form and had said yes I do wish for my child to participate but the Little Doily 
had misplaced the permission form or never turned it in or lost it on the way. Little Doily 
had wanted to engage in that world of pretend, but she sat silently offstage while the other 
Doilies participated in the play and swished and sashayed. 
Roses grew up sorceresslike all up the Trellis. 
Hurt began as the size of a needle prick. Hurt contained a singular yearning. Hurt was 
wrapped up in the Upholstery of the day. Upholstery was green and velvety. Brass Brads 
held in everything. 
Over the emerald moss mountains the girl doilies draped themselves. One on the top of the 
backrest, one on each armrest. They webbed over the enormous Speakers, the Turntable 
cover, the Jewelry Box. On some rested knick-knacks, a potted plant. The Pothos covered 
one entirely. 
Little Doily counted innumerable sufferings: she moved her several limbs about awkwardly; 
she did not particularly feel like talking; she had to go to speech therapy; when it was 
time to go to recess, she tried feigning sickness. Little Doily purposefully made simple 
mistakes on her worksheet: said the cake was baked before the ingredients were even 
mixed. Teacher said that Little Doily would have to stay in from recess to do it all over again . 
A doily appeared on the top of the Electric Organ almost as if it had been crocheted 
overnight but it had not been and it could not have been because it would have taken 
a long time such a very long time to have made this doily but it did there appear as if 
overnight and all the other doilies commented as such as well. Little Doily had once posed 
on Electric Organ's Bench there but she never did play and no one ever did play and Electric 
Organ just sat there next to Fish Tank and no one ever did play and one day, the mysterious 
Doily simply slipped off the top of Electric Organ and Electric Organ went away. 
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Electric Organ had come from Dead Grandmother Doily. Electric Organ was something 
that had been worth taking away. Hope Chest had been enormous; Hope Chest was 
detailed with inlays; Hope Chest contained a Crazy Quilt that Dead Grandmother Doily 
had made and Effervescence Pills that fizzied away. It would have made sense for a doily 
to have sat on Dead Grandmother Doily's Hope Chest, but none was made. It would have 
made sense for a doily to have sat on Dead Grandmother Doily's Hope Chest, but none was 
made and Dead Grandmother Doily's Hope Chest just pulled itself down and further down 
in the Garage until it became almost permanent. 
French Poodle complained. She complained of multiple attachments. The attachments 
dragged behind her. One by one they followed and demanded something from her. French 
Poodle protested of her multiple offspring. The Two Poodle Puppies had not yet been taught 
about the irrevocable fact. They played and pranced about as if it were still yesterday. 
Day snuck in; it was buttercups; it slid its petals through the blinds while Little Doily was 
readying herself for school. There had been another nosebleed. There had been the 
surprise that the jeans were still wet. So another pair had to be found. Drawers were dug 
through. Drawer Doily collected its forest, bunched itself atop the turmoil. The other pair 
was small, too small, so it took a lot of work and lying down and pulling and tugging and so 
there had been another nosebleed. Little Doily had a spot of red then. It was a mar in a 
sea of otherwise happy yellows and greens. 
Little Doily went to school with Sister Doily, who was pink with an abundance of hearts. 
Sister Doily did not return the note to Teacher Doily. Teacher Doily called Father Doily at 
work. At home, the Mother Doily. 
Sister Doily began with a protrusion; she began with a knot; she began with six knots; she 
became what she was when the knots were joined in a loop that was stabbed over and 
over again to make more and more knots, more and more loops. The World happened that 
way; it went round and round and admired itself every so often. It marveled at what was 
there, how something now existed when nothing before was there. 
CM Burroughs 1143 
from Master Suffering 
I think: I want the worst. I think: I will suspend you by my boxes. 
144 1 CM Burroughs 
Waiting to be split. Waiting to be spilt. It is good weather. Look how I divide for you; feel 
me feeling. Aren't you glad now spreading my woman parts? 
CM Burroughs 1145 
Ever wake split? Glee in the tender boxes, knowing how grown you've made yourself; grin 
knowing what dirty games you got; he got all up in you; cussed when what else could be 
said (loves your bountiful parenthetical ass,) asks to be an aside while you whet. 
146 CM Burroughs 
Wound brings us closer-worry-as we salve my flush gap. My flesh gap is our bonding 
experience. Blooding experiment. Diluted and disappearing in the basin: Look, baby! How 
long will we take to heal? 
CM Burroughs 147 
Marvel my keloids; weeks they burgeon and emollient application emollient application 
becomes a tick. Tick Tick someone has burrowed inside me; want to rid him? Be astounding. 
About men: they are averse to astounding breachable bodies. Emollient-tk tk 
148 CM Burroughs 
Don't beg him back. Prune impulses like this. Despite experience and training: what it 
feels to be newly or again alone: sudden snatch into space-
CM Burroughs 149 
Verbs enact temporary encasements. I know who I am when being. In process of being 
selved. I am not in-his-clutch/abandoned/abused/penitentjsufferer-my bird bloods 
under my breast. 
150 Lisa Fishman 
from Life/Form 
yes eros being eros but for what 
is it for this 
vibration being trumpet under streamers as the hills go 
toward the matter but an onion 
flowers wild in the two worlds on their axis 
which is only what it looks like-life form-
the lecherous 
asparagus 
towers over the sun 
a notebook divides 
between bodies, observing 
water is animal: when you enter the water you enter its body 
of course it's alive 
& all the things in it aren't separate 
the names don't matter 
what's being 
alive 
scattered up from the ground the lightning 
seemed to fishtail in Ohio 
through the hot green grass outside a Shell 
Mobil 
or something 
July 1 
Flying Warrior in the raspberries 
because of asparagus five feet high 
Something gets written 
because it's begun 
It has nothing to do with order 
It has nothing to do with art 
Lisa Fishman 151 
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August 12 
Is laughter any words that are not words 
inside the trees, a lot of noise 
like when you put your ear on someone's stomach-abdomen-
all that going on 
coursing through 
longing the body 
of each tree lengthening 
But I was tumbling 
around the ocean, in the ocean 
full of one 
vibration after another 
I could just say "I went to the beach, 
went in the waves" 
felt on my eyelids 
the sun saying you 
Walked to shore without a word 
in my body 
Found a stone 
that isn't beautiful 
it's for the sill 
Next day 
Carrie said what a fig is: 
a flower turned inside out 
Once a melon landed on the head 
of an old man on a bus 
It fell from the luggage rack 
Lucky he laughed 
and the cliffs dropt down to the sea 
Lisa Fishman 153 
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August 14 
Making things to tell you is or not remembering-
what's knowing-
why say "telling time" 
who's for singing 
into the dolphin 
Those are the shoulders being put right 
in their sockets as you taught us 
There's a pen that can write upside down 
pineapple cake 
It can write in outer space 
I'm writing on the bus of course 
from Boston to New York 
Did five seagull breaths in the station 
and half-moon sort of 
Sunday morning 
all the news 
even so, stretching 
outside Burger King 
The bus takes a break yay 
my hair's still full of salt 
No one leaves the bus for the sun 
it's 102 I like it, the parking-lot sized hotflash 
There goes the woman who peed on the seat 
Everything noticed is greeting 
1 pray to the little god eros 
The Odd Ring of Reality 
Continuing on your marks, by the summer 
finished when traffic clots mid-morning 
still&, later, toward big homes or a jet skied, 
gravy lake. Soon enough the barrels steam, 
lying-in-wait decades climb, somersault 
the otherwise empty womb. Up to where 
paint meets the trim I stare, my wife that is 
turning out the light. It was morning long 
before we met & wil l be again, now & again. 
Every three seconds someone in this city 
commits a selfie. There another one fallen 
from the big red bridge off to the west. 
On trains passing through I sometimes move 
to better, more fully face those wrinkles 
waiting behind a clumpy bush, the twisting 
new tree that doesn't burn over just any 
little shake of waning thought. I nearly 
hear the bottles cleaned, can't throw them 
for nothing or put a name to its sword 
between the back & forward beat marked 
within my red mind . This gives me pleasure, 
as they say: yesterday the zoo's empty cage 
yet depicting flowers, boulders well-plastered, 
savannah far as I could see. Some weekends 
I'd rather bed among the small-to-petty-sized 
stones, cold Styrofoam as the people come 
then go, come then go. Of course too I'd 
happily lead through thick & thin, claim 
Michael Robins 155 
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every posture in the wending line my own. 
I have lessons, borrowed arrows & a bow, 
some spring left yet. I can venture to say 
that cow but yonder even looks like a cow. 
Michael Robins 157 
On the Horse Called Long Shot 
-after Ludorico De Luigi 
Because there my life was a sure thing, what do I 
know now of elegance? The fountain collects 
& tilts the coin, the very bronze of muscle 
mid-stride, maybe charming if judgment is chanced 
within clouded feeling. But now this is telling, 
not showing the world, stay with me 
in driving rain, half a city's distance 
scribbled with our names. I've worried before now 
by the wooden bowl sunk under water 
too long. In some occasional tree are the cardinals 
gone parental, crazy & despite myself I like you 
off your clothes & they out the window of a farmhouse 
where I warmed years ago. I'm wasting breath. 
With your hands you must draw the collective noun 
& allow it hunted. This is no memory 
when you were a stable & in solid, natural light. 
Until I've made a horse, I will never be a poet. 
I stand too coolly on dyingjoy, up now 
flags for each one. They might be good friends 
like you, they seem small but their deeds 
flood us all. Your eyes sparkle wide to touch the filly 
& to the festival beneath her ribs, come what may, 
put me at ease. Remember, our looks 
look great from where I'm looking. Gone, 
consider the world for some has yet muttered 
its adverb, comma, its stream. Yes, 
our love is spontaneous & never too late. 
Yes, this way we trot. by all odds, is exceptional. 
158 Michael Robins 
Hypothetical Deathmatch 
More than before I trust the unspecified 
you . Lunch gathering its things, 
left us zigzagging both in the lakebed. 
I believed the vincible rock, believe 
me happy as any particular burst 
crossing the flag while boys play cruel 
like snakes with snakes. It's their Nature 
& she says Let the lit brick rise as down, 
down go the trains. The way the earth is 
only means we've made it man, irreparable. 
I ride that idea to the party & mesh 
the teeth-showing laughter. It might be 
ice that lifts me up, maybe in my cup 
what surrounds it. The sky is & 
is bewildered. Instead of time adjusted, 
I hang notes to announce a slowness 
upsetting the clock. On the train home you 
blow the balloon, let out its purple air. 
Do your bangs lift? I want to forgive my idea 
of a picture of a bulb. I wake to its light 
& know something terrible has happened. 
Still 
At the sacrosanct of a river's edge 
ideation becomes a torn recollection. 
As the elder says, 
"Knowledge of fire 
does not warm the body." 
And all that we think we know 
flakes like dirt to expose stone. 
And here we begin again. 
Running our hands on the smooth surface 
collecting dust older than our thoughts could ever be. 
Imagine lightning. 
Imagine rain. 
Imagine quiet, 
strung with bits of wind. 
lma~nethetenderrip~e 
of foliage meeting water. 
Imagine the anticipation of creation 
still, in welcome, 
open , awaiting our touch 
running our hands on the smooth of her surface. 
*The quote comes from St. Maxi mos the Confessor. 
Matthew Shenoda 159 
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Ode to the Tree Branch That 
Crushed My Car 
Neighbors came 
out of their 
buildings 
(safe now, 
the supercell 
thunderstorm 
passed half 
an hour ago) 
to take pictures 
with their phones 
-hundred-year-old 
oaks blocking 
our street, 
noway 
a tow truck 
could make it 
through 
for cars 
that weren't 
totaled-
instead 
of calling 
the city's 
storm cleanup 
hotline or 
helping me 
remove the giant 
bludgeoning branch 
from where 
it wedged itself 
into my hood 
and windshield 
when it 
smashed them. 
My insurance 
company put me 
on hold again 
and, violating 
my rule 
that everyone 
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you don't 
know 
has a gun, 
I called 
the guy 
framing me 
in his viewfinder 
a motherfucker. 
Tony Trigilio 163 
Ode to a Movie-Marathon Urinal 
All five Planet of the Apes movies, 
al l day, at Warner Theater, 
a plush Art Deco cinema 
in Erie, Pennsylvania, 
after begging my brother 
Carmen to take me 
with him and our two 
cousins (I was eight, 
and he relented only 
because my pa rents 
forced him to)-
and during intermission 
between the third and fourth 
films (Escape from the Planet 
of the Apes and Conquest 
of the Planet of the Apes) 
I went to the men's room 
with them and, self-conscious 
that I didn't know 
how to use a urinal, 
watched how my brother 
walked up to an empty 
one and imitated him, 
pulling my penis through 
the fly hole in my underwear. 
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I didn't adequately 
maneuver it from the flap, 
and for some reason 
didn't understand you 
must point your penis 
at the urinal, causing me 
to streak my underwear 
and jeans with my stream. 
I felt lucky no one saw it, 
assumed I'd gotten away 
with my accident 
until I felt a huge 
damp spot on the right 
inner thigh of my jeans 
as the fourth movie began, 
and by the end of 
Conquest of the Planet 
of the Apes, the odor 
had become inescapable, 
at which point I noticed 
my brother watching 
the movie turned 
three-quarters away 
from me-he endured it 
and never said a word, 
even though he must've 
realized his reward 
for taking me 
to a five-movie 
marathon was the acrid 
smell of urine 
for the last two films 
(three hours of screen 
time, plus intermission). 
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Episode 615: September 11, 2016 
-from The Complete Dark Shadows (of My Childhood}, Book 3 
His fingers wrapped in a decadent grip around the looped handle of his wolf's-head cane 
(black onyx ring on right pointer finger), Barnabas Collins slaps my childhood bedroom 
window with an autocratic snap of the wrist, shattering the glass, at which point my memory 
of this recurring dream wavers, a glitch effect, the dreamspace fractured in sheared, 
horizontal pieces, like images from a broken analog television, as I toggle between my 1968 
vampire nightmares and Episode 615 tonight, the 15th anniversary of 9/11: the camera 
zooms on Barnabas's hand, his fingers gripping Joe Haskell's glass medicine vial, the 
close-up resurrecting my childhood fear that I'd wake up in the middle of the night without 
my shoulders hunched and the last thing I'd ever see would be his right hand-elliptical 
onyx surrounded by gold band (the wounding detail of my Dark Shadows nightmares)-as 
it brushed away my collar to expose my bare neck and jugular, a fear that triggers a body 
memory of the excruciating bottom-right-molar throb that kept me awake the Friday before 
the attacks, that by the next weekend, one day after the airports opened again, required 
an emergency root canal: the endodontist couldn't numb me, and she had no choice but 
to drop the anesthetic directly on my inflamed neNe, shocking pain that flashed just long 
enough for me to remember I was terrified her office was in a high-rise (two weeks later, 
I stopped meditating-didn't for more than a year-because of phantom tooth pain and 
every time I sat on my cushion I put myself into those planes). 
Mauve Ode 
Love was more 
romantic in the 
1960s: a boy could 
grow his hair long 
& wear striped 
pants & a purple 
velvet jacket with 
ruffled cuffs & 
not fear ridicule 
while a girl (not 
quite as pretty as 
the boy) could twist 
lace & pale blue 
ribbons in her curls 
& pick wildflowers 
& pour out her heart 
in an ode no longer 
than a lipstick tube. 
David Trinidad 167 
168 David Trinidad 
Mermaids 
There are many old stories about mermaids. 
These stories come from different parts of the world. 
There are many pictures of mermaids, too. 
But there were never any real mermaids. 
Mermaids were supposed to be half maiden and half fish. 
They were supposed to live in palaces under the sea. 
In the pictures that were drawn of them 
they were always beautiful. 
In the stories about them they often came out of the sea 
to rest on the shore and comb their long golden hair. 
P. T. Barnum, the famous circus man, once had 
a "mummified mermaid" in an exhibit. 
But of course it was a hoax. 
The idea of mermaids must have come from something 
the people of long ago really saw. 
Probably it was some mammal that lives in the sea. 
Mammals cannot breathe under water. 
They have to come to the top of the water to get air. 
Many people think that the mammal that gave people the idea 
of mermaids was a sea cow-
either the manatee or the dugong. 
But of course no manatee or dugong ever had long golden hair! 
Tiny Moses 
on the tiny 
frontispiece 
of a tiny 
bible 
made in 1843 
for ye 
of tiny 
belief 
David Trinidad 169 
170 David Trinidad 
Bedrock at Night 
Safe in their round granite houses 
from stegosaurus and snaggletooth 
the cavepeople sleep 
The caveman dreams 
of bowling strikes 
with a big stone ball 
The cavewoman beside him 
dreams of a new bone 
for her hair 
Outside their round bedroom window 
palm trees and animal tools 
are still 
Dinosaur mower and scissor-beaked 
hedge clippers 
snooze together on the lawn 
Even the bird car horn 
on the footmobile in the garage 
snores three cartoon Z's 
The little suburb of Bedrock 
deep in its 
Stone Age sleep 
While above 
stars big as boulders 
sparkle 
And the full moon 
biggest and roundest rock of all 
presides 
Over the blue prehistoric night 
David Trinidad 171 
172 David Trinidad 
The Amazing Criswell 
was flamboyant. with spit-curled hair, 
a stentorian style of speaking, 
and a sequined tuxedo. 
He owned a coffin 
in which he claimed to sleep. 
He grew up in a troubled family 
in Indiana with relatives 
who owned a funeral home, 
and said that he became comfortable 
with sleeping in caskets 
in the storeroom. 
Criswell was known 
for his wildly inaccurate predictions. 
One was that the city of Denver 
wou ld be struck by a ray from space 
that would cause all metal 
to adopt the qualities of rubber, 
leading to horrific accidents 
at amusement parks. 
He predicted mass cannibalism 
and the end of planet Earth, 
which he set as happening 
on August 18, 1999. 
"I had the gift," Criswell once remarked, 
"but lost it when I started taking money for it." 
Celebrating Columbia's 
Poetry Alumni 

Holly Amos 175 
The Spoons Were Violent 
The forks, without love, splayed the body of some body. Straw, and knife, and napkin. All 
incessant. All covered in gore. The smiling. The smelling. The melting and char. I made 
sure to cover some tracks. Some tracks made sure to be made. I was made. And you. We 
did not make ourselves. It can mean God. Or biology. It can mean miracle or emergency. 
All excess. All reduction of mothering. Of nestling warm fur against some other warm . Or 
skin. My body in cotton. 
1761 Holly Amos 
Expanse, with Intention 
for Ben 
You sit with me in your radical clothes 
holding conference with three dogs 
in our radical home where today the table 
is cleared and your head is so covered. 
I want to put your words here 
but they are not mine to put, 
the blue in my face 
toward your face, every green heap 
of light. I won't spare my life 
your feet red from the shower, 
your decades of fingerprints. 
I mind today like bread dipped 
in salt, what it does to a tongue. 
* 
I You didn't I choose 
this opening I as none of us 
have I delegates of history 
in your eyes I the violence 
of boundaries in your 
other name I in the shower 
a type of magic I cohesion 
is far away my love I and we 
don't need it 
Vanessa Borjon 177 
Orange Tree in Tangancicuaro, 
Michoacan 
It starts with a swoop of the hand in a manner of delicateness, to mimic the 
blade of a machine. In the center, a small citrus, a glossy wax rind : cherry, rose 
petal, orange, and blackberry. To undo the cross sections, follow the natural line 
of pith and detangle: una Cara Cara. To watch you peel an orange is romance. 
Your bobbing knuckle, soft press of the navel, the waiting, the odor, the rotation. 
178 Margaret Brady 
The Lovely Months of Murder 
Spring, in spring the light springs like an antelope. 
Springtide begins when the heart springs into 
e. e. cummings poesy, springing blood kisses, petal flutters, 
fever and spring flowers far and wee-quel ennui! 
Let's ta lk springtime slayings-2:45 a.m. wake-up scream 
followed by torture song. Spring bestows crimson-tinged tufts 
of rabbit fur on morning lawns. In spring, robin egg shards fall 
like turquoise stars across sidewalks where cats spring 
into scavengers for surviving morsels. Ah, murder and mayhem-
the best part of spring. 
Taps 
An island of night candle flickers 
silent as a dandelion. 
Cicadas drum a motion light off/on 
as the swelter moves them. 
A slaughterhouse humidity, the river 
chops into rollers, 
keeps the electricity in the turn-
tables spinning Earth, 
Wind & Fire's "Let's Groove" 
over an arsenal of water 
to chase back the prisoner of war 
ghosts summon to the levy 
by a purple-hearted bugler 
dressed in heat lightning & funeral dark. 
Ryan Collins 179 
180 Matthew DeMarco 
Marco 
maybe i could tell you 
something you haven't 
heard Marco McMillian 
ring a bell ring something 
ring that liberty bell 
bell bloodied and dragged 
bell body snapped bloody 
burned by a younger man 
Marco McMillian was 
mississippi was gay was 
black was candidate for 
mayor was third place was 
open kind of who he 
was was he murdered for 
this or that was he murdered 
for approaching the young 
man he was with had 
panicked had changed was 
candidate for mayor blues 
town was buried was 
whispered was conspiracy 
wasnt conspiracy when 
young black man said porn 
on the phone in the parked 
car when young man said he 
was approached rebuffed 
Marco and beat Marco 
bloodied and burned 
Marco and who is mayor 
lawyer mayor white man 
was always going 
to be mayor anyway 
was Marco even the way 
his campaign said maybe 
he was probably the first 
openly gay man to run 
for office in mississippi 
and that maybe was Marco 
maybe murdered in a 
conspiracy was Marco maybe 
murdered because he was 
gay because uncertainty 
where is justice said not 
hate crime said panic said 
centuries of panic before Marco 
and this is something that 
is embarrassing said should 
go away but how does the 
story go away to the farm 
from which it came from 
the shacks with air conditioning 
made like poor black field hands 
where white people dance to blues 
and think where are those 
white people coming from 
where schools are named after 
lee and white people go to school 
but say stop to this from chicago 
because it isnt what i think it is 
and nobody in clarksdale wants 
Matthew DeMarco 181 
182 Matthew DeMarco 
to hear a whiny white chicago 
poet say what happened here 
what happened here what 
happened to Marco to the man 
who didnt really even have 
chance to be a mayor of a town 
where i dont live but where 
i know people who say chicago is 
say what do you do tend to 
your own heart and your own 
city and your own city is ghettos 
and blues and is schools and remember 
King marched through chicago 
marquette park to bricks and what 
about cicero said this and that about 
chicago said we dont want 
to hear your tongue wagging 
from chicago said we dont 
want to hear your condescension 
from the north where you don't 
breathe the air we breathe 
or say the things we say but 
what air is left cant say 
a breath is drawn to the man 
whose breath stopped cant say 
you dont care and still pretend 
to care cant say and yes they 
got the young man but the 
cameras turned off when he 
said things about Marco and so 
ashamed to make a martyr 
so ready to say murder may 
not be the answer but let 
the justice system go quietly this 
time and dont try to figure out 
mr chicago dont try to pretend 
where youre not from you re wanted 
for saying falsehoods for poking 
when things are quiet where you 
dont live but the research i can do 
on line has run dry so what else to say 
other than Marco Marco Marco 
why did you die why did he 
strangle and burn you why 
were you dragged and why 
dont more people everywhere know that that 
young man left you on the levee that night 
Matthew DeMarco 183 
1841 Tyler Flynn Dorholt 
Anthem 
What defeat in a leaf 
how trans the form 
in brief release. How 
clarity despairs. What 
disrepairs the between. 
It is taking, the time 
to remind any eye 
you're in this here line 
of minutes and season. 
For once the extraction 
of the past is refracted 
by our pass at reference: 
Bowie and Prince. So get 
on with it, dictator and 
salt shaker, take over 
the gloat. We are at once 
a targeted design and in every 
other flash a borderline. 
See us always crashing 
in the same car, the 
little red Corvette on Mars. 
Kate Dougherty 185 
Mother Rabbit Is a Dermatologist 
Checking on Your Skin 
Mother Rabbit plucks the apron from linoleum, 
a little puddle she mops. The billie babies are there 
in that kitchen and they stroke Mother Rabbit's wet head. 
It stains their fingertips red. 
The billie babies giggle and lick their fingers. 
Red stains their lips and finally their eyelids 
rubbed with little red fists getting tired for the night. 
They three sit side-by-side 
resting their backs against the closed oven door. 
They'd fall asleep if they slept. 
186 1 Carol Eding 
Illinois Evening 
affer Creeley 
icy, evening comes 
over the city roofs 
over their undisturbed snow 
and rests on an overturned pot 
white-frosted cupcake 
tinting blue 
To Queen Anne's Lace 
Bobbling bauble 
You decorously 
Decorate the grass 
Maureen Ewing 1187 
I flood you with scent. like a lilac, seeping into your dreams, heavy dreams with heavy 
purple buds. 
If you plant a tulip bud, a tulip will appear. If you plant me, I will be all at once-lavender 
and long-thorn roses, thistles and lilac. 
188 Elizabeth Forsythe 
this is a bridge 
the only thing left today came to see you 
decomposing wingbone eleven dandelions 
by the fountain dirt radiates heat & a stroller 
ii. 
tulip in spring was designated 
& determined to be artificial 
iii. 
my face pressed into yours 
sometimes like now i wish it were worms 
iv. 
a car siren in german is falling 
pesticides & a dip in the ground is organic 
i mean natural i mean i see 
a firetruck some deciduous trees 
a boundary is being crossed 
V. 
the numerical value ostensibly meaning alphabet: 
walking forward can create a similar sensation to wind 
vi. 
for knowing where you want to be 
it came to see you & will not leave 
a ragged grey squirrel a pentagram scraped into this tree 
sounds better 
a gnat on my index finger 
was to be near the water 
all i wanted 
any black thing 
because it's the same basement, 
the story doesn't change: he comes 
with fists-knuckles cut into copper 
bullets-readied for what's to come. 
i don't notice the variance in voice. or the way 
his tongue tails between words. 
but who's counting. when he lights 
the fireplace, he uses a match found beneath 
the couch, strikes it once, throws it into the mouth. 
he wants me naked. as usual, i decline. 
i bend, try catching embers with bare 
fingers, crafting them as ifto pluck 
a petal. he points to the crow in the yard. 
mentions the muffled feathers. i nod. 
before his pistol speaks into the swoop 
of my skull, the crow tosses its head 
to clamor. this meant: come quietly. 
I ucky friend. when it covets, it caws. 
my anatomy disagrees: why make fuss. 
pain comes and goes. inside the fire, a moth 
dances. i desire its kiss. like many animals 
lusting for black things, i want it 
inside me. as his palm partitions 
inhale and exhale, i imagine 
what the crow might be doing. i saw it 
vaunt across greenery, stopping 
to dig its beak into earth. 
the next time i breathe, i'm face down. 
transcendent, almost. when he grabs 
my hand, i rest my lips against. silky 
Luther Hughes 1189 
190 I Luther Hughes 
moth wing. but it burns. the fire barks, 
prays our attention. stingy inferno. 
my throat leaps, joyous for his finish. 
all this, says the crow, and it never comes. 
Harlee Logan Kelly 191 
tonight at the reading the poet talked about bodies burning and I thought of jude that 
afternoon in portland when I saw him in the grocery store standing in the aisle by the bulk 
bins. we said hel lo. he showed off a picture of his dog. jude fe lt to me then like somebody's 
younger brother and I wondered what it might feel like to be without self-awareness. a few 
weeks later jude drove to the beach alone set himself on fire in front of the ocean. what 
was this in protest? we don't need love we are love jude once told me he loved his name 
because of the song. I told jude we are mostly water. I hear the word protest and I think of 
the word howl and of ginsberg and the sound a dog makes. I think of myth. in hawaiian 
mythology it is believed when a person dies their family could offer the body to become a 
shark to steer fish into their ocean nets. 
192 Harlee Logan Kelly 
Tonight at Karla's dinner party 
everyone is talking about body mechanics. everyone is talking about soap in the cilantro. 
cilantro smells like soap to some people. this is an experience in duality. rikenna asks is 
suffering necessary to maintain happiness. another word for happiness is soft-spoken. 
here is where I forget to pay attention and I am thinking about sky and I am drunk and 
too stoned and steve's cousin wants to buy a truck and a shotgun . rikenna asks is chaos 
what makes us balanced. another word for duality is twine. we all agree that fish suffer 
but I don't mention gillnetting or mesh size or twine strength. steve believes that lobsters 
untouched will live forever. he read this somewhere that lobsters never stop growing and 
only die from something inflicted upon them. what if you were eating a thousand-year-old 
lobster, 400 pounds off the coast of nova scotia. 
from Seven by Sevens 
I wanted to show her how 
easy it was to get out 
of the city but got lost 
in the woods. "Violence turns to 
visual order." Scrubbing 
my bloodied blue-and-white dress, 
an American grotesque. 
Delaware, Susquehanna 
rusted heaps of Baltimore 
earthing on the rest stop grass 
dropping crusts for patient birds 
Lady Lib's Jersey backside 
beef jerky in a ballgown 
as much dream as pure vision. 
Is it Mars or just my luck 
morning delays are only 
mild warnings of evening waits-
late enough that we caught the 
sunset on Newark Bay as 
the Day Dreamer glided out 
below, cutting a pink wake. 
My tree friend's throwing a fit 
or is she tough in mad times 
You can't control the wind but 
you can control the way you 
react-advice I reject 
I'd rather steer into the 
skid, equal and opposite. 
Becca Klaver 1193 
194 Becca Klaver 
Double-fisting Demeter 
crosses the cold Raritan. 
"It's a bleached coral reef with 
one or two live spots." We check 
our phones for news, then confess 
the birthdays we forgot on 
purpose. Where will we be sent? 
Just because I can't see you 
under thick night clouds doesn't 
mean I don't know you're there. Not 
under, beyond. You always 
go away but then always 
come back. I know how to love 
the ones like that: weave a shroud. 
Four a.m. thundercracks and 
then fell back asleep to join 
you at an overpass: walked 
to the rail to see a house 
being dismantled, each wall 
stacked, intact, in a truck that 
would soon haul them all away. 
Co-Dependent 
When we got a new couch 
I whispered We made it 
We were permanent, 
rigid, logical, and safe 
Our co-existence was so breezy 
we didn't acquire a new skil l set 
for close to a decade 
The couch was our reward 
for not once demanding 
the level of emotional intelligence 
necessary to burn and renew 
I tried to smooth past the moments 
we ignored each other 
passing each other 
in the kitchen 
out the front door 
down the street 
a couple blocks later 
maybe we looked back 
maybe we both felt 
the permanent chi ll 
maybe both our heads 
were throbbing from hunger 
maybe both our stomachs 
were hollow and twisting 
maybe it was just a me thing 
I didn't think 
I wou ld never see you again 
Dolly Lemke 1195 
1961 Saku Egon Evon 
sometimes when i close my eyes, i 
see that place, wheaton, illinois 
your amber porch light, faceless windows, a perched cardinal-
these are the colors of winter, her red cheeks coming in from the cold 
this place is holy; suffocating with bible schools and antique dust 
my father thinks me a witch & sees me on fire in his nightmares 
wrist-tied at the stake, my face crisp & bloated by fire 
but what bothers me is that i still can't remember the name of your street 
when i feel lonely, i go to the cemetery & have conversations with the dead 
they keep asking about you but i have nothing to say 
i am more scared of your rejection than i am of dying-
it's 3 in the morning & i am still out here, tanya 
scratching away the layers of ice from my car window 
without gloves & you aren't there 
watching me to make sure i don't get cold 
Saku Egon Evon 1197 
glassine covered recipes 
sweetened by the tips offingerprints 
takes harbor in your blood-flow 
generations of mother gathering seeds to 
bake in bundt pans 
sprouting up daughters in chamomile 
i want you to read it to me in Russian 
the language of thunder cracks & 
plasticine anchors 
angering octopi for their ink 
lips puckered from salt water 
flowing in waves; capsizing boats 
198 Jacob Saenz 
The Lot as Baseball Field 
The diamond is a rectangle 
of mangled weeds & weak grass 
growing in patches & a strip 
of concrete running down the middle 
of the lot, the remnant of a gangway 
dividing two houses now housing 
ghosts & children playing among them. 
I stand on the mound, a line 
somewhere along the gangway 
we deem an eight-year-old's equivalent 
of ninety feet. I clutch the baseball, 
fingering the seams & threading 
as Miguel stands ready at home plate 
-a slab of grey stone set down 
at the base of his feet. He swings 
& slices the air w/Peace-
maker, my older brother's bat 
w/the name carved int o it like lover's 
initials. (The same tool I once used 
to make peace w/Cesar 
when he slapped my head 
& giggle-pedaled away on his bike. 
I chased him down like Captain 
Caveman & brought the piece 
of wood on his back & ran for home 
where mom tagged me out w/the heel 
of her chancla, putting me on the DL.) 
I wind-up & release my best Nolan Ryan 
throw, mimicking the captured movements 
on his baseball cards, my lips 
smacked together w/force & intent. 
Miguel swings & smacks the ball right 
back to my chest, a mini cannon straight 
to the hull of a ship & I sink down, 
losing air as water bursts from my eyes. 
Miguel rushes over & rubs my back 
as I cry-heave & he's sorry as he places 
Peacemaker at my feet, which rolls 
towards the ball like a stick of dynamite. 
Jacob Saenz 199 
200 I Amy Jo Trier-Walker 
She Carries Stones 
for Adrienne Rich 
night-woman or not-knowing 
something howling music entirely soul-yelling wind 
tunnel ghost in trying something 
we want to keep gagged and flogged in joy 
everything beating, splintered after two table-breaks 
both strike talking passers window-prime babies and loneliness in the dark 
its clever underside its th underside while lightning is eating those 
same children 
kept in other floors to separate the history of time from the prime city's nothing 
nothing will wake to know dreaming comes earlier 
each has been its own hours 
our coming has been written in drafts 
the wakened 
scattered like life 
a dreamed poem shows laughing desire for everyone to move 
to carry long, up-breathing clouds across lovers tractor-fissures 
that thinks only of pain 
hesitates to kiss 
to pull gravity 
the wall 
lifting prisms under two tracks vanishing to no privacy 
a syllable is one word think not here 
the Armitage moon flower-casting its metal hesitant 
hesitant spots to yourself and the betrayal of dogs 
it pulls ebbtide has my here between loneliness and violently only 
the clock all turning and bruised awake in wood-talk 
going to the walls 
muttering utopians the wind off a dead sea 
the body tells its 
half of someone in fifteen waiting tides with one equinoxical gaze 
we shall set early against that fist blindly like dew yielding lives 
we tilt let slide ourselves downward and water 
Jacob Victorine 201 
Vessel in the Form of Grief 
I can't remember any of my grandparents' funerals, but I can still feel the weight of the 
casket that held Sarah's grandmother, Bea, on my shoulder. I think about the years my 
parents have left almost every day. How death goes from a guest to a roommate as you 
grow older and even this is a privilege. I have students who, at sixteen, have lost more 
friends than I have at thirty years old. We say death is part of life, but not all deaths are 
natural. I wonder how the time my Grandpa Irving spent in the hospital affected me-the 
bed rot that quickly grew into an amputated leg. I was so young that all the memories 
I have left are of him in a wheelchair. We so often shrug when someone dies across an 
ocean or even the street. Shouldn't grief be a communal burden? I still don't know the pain 
Sarah felt that day even with so much of it worn on her face. Yet I felt obliged to be there-in 
the church, at the cemetery, in her dead grandmother's living room where we sat for hours 
with an emptiness that wouldn't go away. 
202 Nicole Wilson 
New Onions 
Rounded to curve of book 
pages bring invisible 
a way to have everything 
beetle will repair the mind 
like walk along snowy path 
see how big footprints are 
indulgent nap in late 
afternoon where glinting 
off frozen lake 
is promise, green tea, a week 
end without obligation 
five nieces 
woven bluegreen dresses 
Confection 
Having a sex dream 
about one of your bosses 
does not improve self-esteem 
or the job I guess 
the primitive way 
to trim nails are with one's teeth 
in the dream they listened 
to music of the folk variety 
& read liner notes 
there wasn't dessert 
in the dream there's rarely 
dessert in waking life 
tonight let's order 
pizza & dessert 
one of the bosses wears 
sandals at the office thank god 
he wasn't the one in the dream 
but I'll take anything 
with mint all right 
Nicole Wilson / 203 
2041 Shannon Osaka 
Tattoo Parlor 
I am thinking about a new tattoo. It will have 
a huckleberry tree and the sword 
that I held when bursting into the party. 
For the tree, I have cast the woman 
from Indiana or Peru, her lipsticked 
smile through its branches. When I fell in love with her 
it was at the same party 
and the drinks I poured fell on her like sand. 
Her hips like an afternoon erotica. the apologetic 
wilting of floorboards and walls. I waved the sword 
over her like a sad king. I held its hilt like 
my mother's hand. Even when I'm dust I'm there 
from a distance, watching the way I stood 
in my broken suit, and the way she laughed . 
Where I Am 
I'm here like a piece of you. I'm here 
like a cat walking on the edge of a stage, 
the director quiet in the first row of seats. 
I'm here while the armies in the distance 
are contracting in emergency, 
here where the arctic ice 
creaks into motion on the screen 
and the hills turn into rivers. 
Today your plane crashes on the interstate 
and I hide behind the couch, 
sleeping with men who bring over casseroles. Today 
you are in my film as a nurse, 
changing and changing my sheets. 
I am nowhere in particular 
drinking a gin martini, holding my remote control 
like a totem. I am making your face 
like I would make a tree, 
with emptiness and leaves. 
Your oxygen mask flutters from the ceiling 
into my hands 
and I wrap it around you 
like once upon a time 
your wrists were wrapped 
to the bedposts, your mouth gasping. I am cutting 
you in two like a magician, 
wheeling your head one way 
and your feet the other. I am Rachmaninoff 
in your afterglow 
thinking how suddenly you could appear and disappear 
like a chord, like a thin piece 
Shannon Osaka 205 
2061 Shannon Osaka 
of piano-wire. 
Try following it. 
I am elbow-deep 
in the bath, the forn ications of the day 
clammy behind me. I am standing in traffic 
with my seatbelt on, 
clicked into you like a kiss. 
See yourself in the t ired folds 
of the walls, in the bathmat, damp, on the tiles, 
in the plastic bag wheeling over 
the asphalt. 
I am here in a ghost. 
I am putting on mascara 
while the earthquake is going on. 
Give me your hand. 
Offer it to me 
like you are writing the letter 
I am writing to you. 
The Walk 
You take your mother for a walk and she says 
Where are we going? You are counting her tattoos, 
her fallen skin. You take her out to the parking lot 
with its pudd les of oil. She takes off 
her clothes slowly, like in a dance. 
You take 
your mother for a walk and she says 
It's raining. But it's not. She is in your apartment 
putting on makeup. She is wiping mascara 
from the fold of her eyelid, she is cold 
like a painting or a movie star. She has your baby teeth 
in her jewelry box. She has her rings 
in her mouth. 
You take 
your mother for a walk and she says 
I'm melting. She fal ls to the sidewalk. 
Her limbs are like loose 
strings. You don't have cab fare. You don't 
have anything except your mother, looking up 
at you and laughing, and laughing. 
You take 
your mother for a walk. She says 
Kiss me. All of her body 
is turning white, her organs and cheeks. I won't 
you say. You can smell her shampoo. Her wrist 
is like a piece of rice paper. She is 
so ugly, but alive. 
Shannon Osaka 207 
2081 Tyler Atwood 
I would tell you what it means 
outside my window I hear a man shouting something about why 
he's hungry & wonder if he's walking to Quality Hill Park 
a block over where I know people sleep sometimes but there's 
still enough snow on the ground I don't think he'll stay all night 
a baleful moon over powerlines I would tell you what it means 
but can't quite touch it I wonder if empathy is just another dream 
b/c we create such petty gods my father might have listed 
unfettered capitalism second only to free will amongst our gifts 
for all the good it did him I know little of salvation but I'm curious 
if it's like a blanket to wrap around my body or more of an ocean 
to drown in (probably not the moon being baleful tonight) 
the last time he asked for money it was easier to say no b/c of 
practice I wonder how lonely to be refused by your children 
& I can't stop the ungrated slick gravel roads playing on a loop 
in the back of my head bald tires spinning for traction don't know 
if I'm stuck or if this is what movement feels like now always 
the nervous traveler and never less certain of the destination 
is this the part where I continue trying to write something else 
or is this the part where I tell you his favorite poem was a piece 
written when I was young w/ lots of biblical image my father 
Samson & the Philistines in Montana Dept of Corrections but 
the Philistines don't put his eyes out in this story they free him 
no pulling down the temple with bare hands Samson has diabetis 
the honeycomb he eats from the lion's belly a slow poison 
Samson dies in a hospital bed w/ o even strength left to breathe 
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The Man My Parents Hoped to 
Raise 
I say what goad's a sweater if it doesn't come in big enough a size and he says 
buy a jersey leading me to one blood red and inscribed with a bull while 
at the register, the cashiers lean into each other's whispering 
when he asks me have you seen yourself? I tell him that I still confuse the picture 
of my mother as a chi ld that she keeps taped to her mirror for a picture of me 
and he says we a/I look best in black & white 
* 
The rifle that I practice with when my father takes me hunting is only slightly larger 
than the toy guns at the corner store and when I pull it to my shoulder the man 
my parents hoped to raise whispers we're all animals and hunting season's anytime 
you're hungry it's the weight that makes it real the unsettling smoothness: 
the way the emptied barrel warms the air around my cheek the ensuing smoke 
and when I whisper animals are soft and fire the spent shell tumbles to 
the grass between my feet like a dead cigarette 
* 
After my father catches me climbing to my bedroom window still wearing 
my prom date's dress he pins my shoulder against the wall and slams 
his balled-up fist against my hand to crush it the man my parents hoped 
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to raise walks out to put his own head to the highway to the still-warm 
blacktop and I ask how long an ear must press against the ground listening 
Age 22: 
before its body 
* 
The man my parents hoped to raise 
invites a woman from the bar 
to fire some rounds off at their farm 
as though the running back 
she used to see might be forgotten 
beneath this sudden steel 
in my pursuit of tenderness, 
hoping she'll reward my posturing 
with a delicate endowment 
of bared skin. I tell him some days, 
I prefer not to be touched, 
and he tells me I deserve to lie. 
She stays all afternoon, sharing 
beer and stories of her jailbird 
father, but withdraws when 
I apply a shade of lipstick 
labeled Smoky Rose at my reflection 
in the bedroom window. 
Age 3 1: 
At my father's funeral , 
I whisper: 
The man my parents 
hoped to raise replies: 
I say: 
and when 
the casket is finally closed 
he tells me: 
I say: 
and he says 
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my love is a house whose floorboards rotted and 
collapsed. 
more light to see by. 
you've !eh me bruises, 
surely you were born with them. 
I guess I never learned to mourn, 
relief can be extracted from the ash of dollar bills. 
The pastor leans to kiss my mother on the cheek. 
When I tell the man 
my parents hoped 
to raise: 
he tells me: 
nostalgia gets the best of me, 
build a life of it, 
waving from the passenger seat 
of the hearse 
as it merges into afternoon traffic. 
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Age 17: My mother looks at me sternly 
across the kitchen table, as I fiddle 
with the buttons on my shirt. 
She says but Jesus loves you, 
the tears collecting in her still-green eyes 
not yet heavy enough to fall. 
In reply, I mean to say/ know, but 
the words come out/ wonder. The man 
my parents hoped to raise says don't, 
and turns back to the football game 
as my father, for the only time I'll ever see, 
begins to weep for me, and pray. 
Andrew Collard 1213 
Mesa Verde 
when the avenging angel asks me / why the planet should be spared / I'll cut into a 
pomegranate / and press the seeds onto his tongue/ I'll plant a single seed / among the 
dust and yellowed shoots / and wield whatever sprouts / 
on this plateau I've climbed for signal / 
climbed to tell you / that I've seen the angel's shadow / that the list of places in your life 
I'd like to infiltrate is endless / that two years from now / I'll worry/ that I left too many 
hairs in your tub's drain / 
that your suitcase full of journals / will become a paddle boat you jumped 
from / drunk at the lake's center / that my texts will howl/ trusted you / dissipating above 
the alimony roads of Ferndale, Michigan / 
when the angel comes / his poisoned voice will hang 
a crucifix / from the dark space where the moon once was / insisting I am making a 
mistake to tell you / that my irises cannot undress themselves without you / 
when he comes / his shirt will be inscribed / with the name of 
the band we'll miss / at our first ever concert / to make out in the driver's seat / his 
posture declaring/ was there / the air around him bending / 
like the night the Midwest's grid will fail/ the night you'll leave me / 
wandering / past unfamiliar tree stumps/ in the heat / but as I hike down now / 
to receive the bruises you'll discover / on my arms and legs / 
to finish out this road trip that will strand me / 
I'll hit send/ and know you hear me / that the secrets you 're 
extracting / will be saved / and when the angel comes / 
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to call you wasted light/ I'll tell him 
if he cracks this mountain he will find it filled/ with amethyst and song/ that song the 
bird beneath my tire sings/ on the highway to the canyon/ that the candles in your room 
sing/ to the drapes and wooden windowpane/ that an aging man holds close 
for comfort in his final days/ humming/ that same sweet song/ 
I trusted you / I trusted you/ I trusted you 
Ink Wash Painting 
From the driver's side, 
trees in morning mist 
are wet on wet, each 
black branch a fine stroke 
from which we guess at 
how far the roots go, 
what the entirety 
might be. 
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216 Jesse Littlejohn 
Two Scenes from the Country 
The cow died and stank in the river 
and the river moved slowly around her. 
She looked like a boat, like a child's black canoe 
turned sideways against the flow of the river 
and weighed down with huge black stones. 
* 
With a light wooden box in his hands 
my father called the turkeys, sliding the lid shut, opening the lid again 
and they came down from the trees, one after the other, 
searching for the moan of the box. After the hammer in his hands swung down 
their necks took the shape of his shoulder 
and kept the shape of his shoulder 
in the long white dish 
in the center of the table set for two. 
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Lake Michigan, Scene 12 
They take a body and nail it to a tree 
They take a fish and nail it to the body they nail to the tree 
They take a finger and nail it to the fish they nail to the body they nail to the tree 
They throw the body and the tree and the fish and the finger into a refrigerator where they 
store other slabs of useless flesh 
There are no letters in your names anymore say the archaeologists as they exhume 
the broken bodies from the dead sand on the beach at the northern tip of Chicago 
Chiseled is a word they like to use when they refer to what the wind does to our faces 
I have enough bodies in my body to flood the beach 
The bodies inside my body are forcing me to create new bodies 
Mannequin bodies 
Hysterical elastic molding bodies. 
Bodies that spread their legs and deposit wooden plastic, three-dimensional bodies into 
potholes and broken highways 
Bodies that spit synthetic bodies out of their orifices 
All-natural organic bodies resinoid bodies polymer bodies derivative bodies glass 
wooden metal bodies bodies coated with filaments weaving bodies a body sitting in 
a chair in flames gigantic cloud-like bodies dust bodies ash bodies fissural cleaving 
cleft-hoofed bovine bodies 
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Armless flesh bodies armless plastic bodies discarded bodies stuck in cots and 
listening to the screams of fallen bodies bodies in rivers of bodies bodies that row 
boats with the arms of paralyzed bodies 
Aluminum bodies scraps of metal cardboard and furniture-bodies 
Look who's walking on the beach 
Kittens 
A parade of privatized kittens walking towards my broken body 
The rhythm and static and vibrations of the blood on your mouth your nose your arms 
your lips your fingers 
Your breath sits on the surface of my body searching for sounds 
What does it sound like when your body is turned into a network of tubes and wires that 
transmit information into the bubbling murmuring night 
A tree bleeds onto an angel an angel bleeds back onto a tree the source of the smell 
traced back to Morocco the patterns offamiliarity are destroying the prisoners 
Weeping bodies 
Useless bodies 
Privatized weeping ugly bodies 
Conclusion: you haven't considered all of your options says the emperor of privatization 
to the loneliest girl in the think tank 
Her head hangs low from the impossible sadness of too much refinable data 
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And the Explosions in the Sky 
Are a Soundtrack to a Nightmare 
About Coming Back to Life 
When you're forty-three and living yr perfect mundane Facebook life and I am looking 
down on you from my broke agoraphobic slightly adventurous life where words are valued 
more than people we will circle back to the corpse we left in our futon and forget which 
one of us set fire to the mattress and which one chose to sit in the blaze 
220 I Regina Clippard 
Journal Poem 
Starbuck's Coffee Shop 
Surrounded with soft music 
I had a free coffee offer 
Had to download the app 
Couldn't get the reward barcode to work 
The cashier put it in automatically 
The environment was cold 
Hands numbed by the minute 
Couldn't finish reading Key Concepts in Writing and Rhetoric 
Looked out the window 
Raindrops fell mildly 
Walked outside with my new umbrella 
Printed with pink and orange cats 
Took public transportation 
4th and Cottage Grove bus to Popeye's Chicken 
Ordered a scrumptious $5.00 box of juicy, greasy, breast, and wing 
Eaten while there. 
Sacraments 
I kiss my shoulders, right first, 
stretch great-winged. 
I turn and he's not there. 
I'm not at his right. 
The thread between us 
is certainly metallic, 
sensitive to vibration. 
I submit to them, 
and he's not present. 
Other men speak to me 
in the language of devotion 
until he's a man again. 
While I'm inventing gods, 
why don't I build an altar: 
a brick-littered fire escape. 
Even the wall supporting 
my altar makes offerings. 
The birds and flies make none 
I can find . I'd only accept 
one from the swallow perched 
with its mouth open 
before it flew. I wait 
for my congregation. 
The swallow left a berry 
on the banister, pared 
and scattered to ash. 
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Our sacrament requires wet wipes, 
for sensitive skin, 
from an aisle concerned 
with preserving new skin, 
encouraging sleep. 
This seems holy. 
I also consider a bag of keys 
or buttons. 
It's better to worry a wet wipe. 
It's nice to worry something fresh . 
I invite my congregants 
to scrub their necks, say: 
My wedding day was unremarkable. 
Run a sheet under breasts, say: 
It's a lover's job to examine me. 
In the absence of one, 
I ask cells to behave. 
Remove dried eyeliner 
from an otherwise clean face, 
say: I like men best 
when they don't know, 
so ask whether to test 
approach with finger, 
tongue, member. 
A last dripping wipe 
under toenails, say: I've always 
wanted to be in a headlock 
so I can bite the crook 
of an arm, tear. 
I bless elbows after needing 
friends to turn my doorknobs. 
Then we wait until sunset. watch 
a window go bright. A naked torso 
behind raised blinds, 
a hand lifting the window. 
I tell them we allow despair 
until the next train passes. 
These weeks, they cross each other, 
giving us more time. 
We listen to kids scream 
as trains pass overhead. 
If we close our eyes, 
it's an amusement park. 
Children whistle under the tracks. 
Not songs. Actual whistles: 
curt blows as rubber soles 
toe lines and don't cross them. 
Race away. 
They also practice 
a victim's screams: 
whoever sounds best murdered, 
wins applause. Who ever practiced 
screaming like the killer? 
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The Sea Fell on My House 
I was sweeping 
And counting my cups 
And rinsing my toothbrush 
And bracing my hinges 
When the sea fell on my house. 
The sea fell on my house 
When I'd braced for a straight-line wind 
The sea fell on my house 
And I couldn't tell if it jumped on me 
Or me in it 
But I was filled with the minerals 
And matter 
Every beast and root on earth contain. 
I couldn't tell if it jumped in me 
Ormeinit 
But I watched it fall out of my body 
Warm seawater from my body 
Onto the kitchen floor I'd just checked 
For the earth-dust of winter, 
The brown dust of winter. 
When you enter with it, 
Don't say: "May." 
Say: "Can. Can I?" 
And I'll answer with a gesture. 
Cover me with your body. 
In the atmosphere between 
Our ribs: Rain. 
Rain containing the minerals 
And salve 
For every beast and root on earth. 
Cover me and cover my cries, 
My mouth a cave for the sea 
To rush through, or your tongue 
Some urchin, assigned to live 
Off my minerals and matter. 
Later, when delinquent, 
Refuse to move, your belly at rest, 
Your belly a palm on my belly, 
Refuse to move until another train passes 
And I'll say, "No" with a gesture. 
The sea fell on my house. 
The sky was paper-white. 
Just after noon. 
An exact white. 
Winter-salt crests and froth 
On the sidewalks. 
That should've been a warning 
That the sea would fall. 
The real one 
Not the sad sea of a snow mound 
Resisting spring. 
The real one 
Fell on my house. 
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I couldn't tell if pressure 
Was at the front of my mind, 
Or if my mind got stopped up 
Underwater. 
The sea fell the sea fell the sea fell 
On me and I'm at ease 
And thirsty 
And a figure is made known, 
A figure made from all the minerals 
And matter 
Of his fellow beasts, the roots he eats. 
We are thirsty and at ease, 
And falling asleep to the mineral scent 
Of our contribution to the sea. 
We are thirsty and at ease 
And the chalk and film of the sea 
Is dry on our thighs and fingers 
And in the juvenile curve 
Under our lips. 
We are thirsty and at ease 
We are thirsty and at ease 
We are thirsty and at ease 
We are thirsty and at ease 
And mindful of our salt 
And thirsty and at ease 
And resting 
And assured of the yield we'll mine. 
Denizen 
unter Einsatz des Traums 
-Bachmann 
Like anyone I stay 
Put in the horizon 
Where I was bought 
To be smeared on a lens. 
Would you ca ll that 
A noise? As tota lly in 
total information as 
my cavity and my cuts 
can get me, aiming at the 
tiny goal of motion 
fraught sense of banners 
and things like that we jam 
into the sky's public things; 
but I jut at the private too much 
So they guessed I got my pistol. 
Where did that songbird leak? 
All permission-loose and loud 
I mistook a wit-gummed hole 
for precise American fear 
and was wrong. 
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228 Chaun Ballard 
Dear Basketball: A Posthumous 
Letter from St. Louis 
after Kobe Bryant's retirement poem 
I can't quite remember who made the first 
or who fantasized about who. I knew 
of garbage cans, game-winning threes-
you count the fish sticks I tossed to the dogs 
with an overwhelming 
might be swallowed by one of the two-
who was I fooling? I was 
(plus the dogs ignored 
the fish-like substance, 
inedible before seeking out Papa's 
socks to chew, 
to five, 
holiday pay, after over-
by two) . I'd be lying if I 
loved you or even 
you during those days when 
chasing down the legend of Oz, 
gold-glove wizard himself-
I practically bled Red Bird 
League. Never once did I search for 
nor sought you through a bucket 
the bedroom door 
of two-not a love deep for you. At eight-
years-old I was burning down garbage bins, 
a neighbor's garage, stripping emblems off 
cars, a breaking and entering 
or two-never for you. 
I could, because 
because the hustle & the police 
stayed up late. 
move 
nothing 
unless 
chance it 
& 
a terrible shot 
deemed 
thick 
after his nine 
after his 
it 
black 
time times time-&-a-half multiplied 
said I 
knew 
I was 
the 
National 
you, 
pulled next to 
for an easy bank-shot 
I ran because 
I had to, 
You know the routine: 
If someone takes off running, 
you take off too-& 
a mile or so or 
Why the hell we runnin'? 
Somebody finally speaks up for you. 
hurt, sweat down to the kneecaps like 
I did everything but follow you-
I'd give anything to bring you back. 
the pounding, my mind can't take 
the grind, my body knows it's time to say 
hallowed be thy name is true. 
I know, 
the past in the moment. We will always be 
one shot shy of each other-Papa's rolled-up 
sock for me won't do. The garbage can near 
the door I will leave for 
who. 
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after 
two, two, two-0-0-0 : 
I prayed 
someone, please! 
My heart can't take 
goodbye: 
I can't savor 
another-
it doesn't matter 
230 Matthew Guenette 
Fathers 
They spend trillions. They're in line at Mickey D's grabbing burgers 
on the fly. They need to work on their baby talk, goochy goo, 
but they have other problems. Presidential problems. Problems with crossword puzzles. 
Strangling the vacuum cleaner problems. Problems in the bathroom and problems in bed. 
They say things nobody wants to hear like "Listen!" Like, "Don't touch that!" 
Like, "Where's the bourbon? Where are my sweatpants?" They replace the thingy on things, 
smear lipstick, forget the dog food, buy mugs personalized with Calvin taking a leak 
on common sense or "Never Trust an Atom, They Make Up Everything." 
They slip into dreams of unlimited credit but the details slip away. 
One out of three are sitcoms. Even more are confused. If you want 
to be a good father, sing. Maybe mine did, I don't remember, 
but when he came back from Vietnam he ended up on a corner 
in San Francisco peddling flyers for the resistance. Now he's a Fox News Republican. 
Now he's drastic measures. An episode, random escapades of extreme fathering 
for the CIA. He's not two gay dads; he's a testimony to Super Bowl ads. 
Some stay at home, make you squint at their glaring flaws. America awash 
with fathers who make their mothers and husbands and wives and girlfriends cry, 
a strange centrifugal force of fathers. Fathers who when they leave quickly or disconnect 
from what they want or think flood themselves with guilt. From a window 
in my memory I still watch the sepia-toned scene, my father with a suitcase 
in each hand, my father in a jacket in a tie, my father leaving. I was four ... 
They are an emotional performance and myth. They spread the gospel 
sometimes of Jesus, sometimes of huddling together nervously at the cliff's edge. 
They are data points that rise and fall with mortgage rates. They are data points that scatter 
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like insane plots. They have names like Tom or Stan or Michelle. 
I wasn't raised by my father and it surprises J that I don't resent him. But how can I? 
We too have kids. We know how brutal it is . .. 
When my son was 2, I went to the gas station for emergency milk 
then filled up the tank and thought-because I was exhausted, 
because I was out of my mind-that I could drive 300 hundred miles right then. 
Point the car north, floor it into Lake Superior and never come back. 
Another tank I could even drive to the moon. Like my father, I father in fatherlessness. 
It's why I'm able to love him. 
2321 Jackson Holbert 
Dodge balls 
aner Terrance Hayes 
I ladled 
sand into the lake. When my dog bled 
I screamed for my brother, breathed into a bag. 
In class we al l pretended to die. Bald 
father, strange sister-I saw you beg 
then enter the dark. I saw gold 
light on that river, I was glad 
and did not sing of god. 
Above the city, bold 
stars lodge 
in their sockets like steel balls 
in dead bells. 
Changing Town 
You move to a town too perfect for you 
with dressed up lawns; front gardens with 
tulips and petunias marching in a perfect 
row. 
A smattering of descendants from Asia 
and India-brown doctors and engineers reside 
in mansions. Some even pretend to like 
snow. 
You cling to your job by day. Evenings are 
for attending schools to acquire new techy 
tricks. Weekends are for cooking everything 
exotic. 
Mounds of food made from scratch to feed 
the family or acquaintances from old country. 
Your cooking smell stinks up the road-almost 
barbaric. 
On some spring Sundays ignoring cooking, 
you conspire with your sturdy spade to layer 
flower beds with perennials wild and 
esoteric. 
Sometimes, flowers pretend to be dead, but 
surprise you later with brilliant blooms-you dance 
as neighbors pass by with barking dogs on 
tows. 
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Years fly by. In a new sari , you watch the goldfinch swing 
on dead purple cone flowers across the street. To sn ip 
a rose from a high branch, you wobble on your 
toes. 
Once 
Once, when we were seahorses, you forgot 
our mating dance. I clung to the rock-
to the coral-to the reeds, I let myself drift 
away. Knew I would never again be heavy 
with eggs. I let the current take me where 
it took you. I knew one of us would always 
be leaving. The other letting go. Next time 
I came home to our apartment, empty as Erik 
Satie's. A piano. Your black shoes in the southeast 
corner of the room. A lone note in the center 
of the small table where we shared our meals. 
I dropped the bag I was holding. Roadside beets 
and potatoes that had fallen from trucks thudded 
on our floor. I heard a rat scuttle in a corner. 
Just the words-Run. Don't try to find me-
and then maybe something that looked like blood, 
so I'd listen. What I'm saying is this. I know this is 
the way it is. Will always be. Someone is always 
a planet, and someone, a star. Some lives are too big 
for one lifetime. Listen to the sea. I'm listening-
Shaindel Beers 1235 
2361 Christopher Hope 
Cork's Jazz Club 
for Findlay Mackinnon 
We lumbered into Larkin's wet dream, 
Paid four pound at the door in loose change 
Then sat around the edge: others seemed 
To do the same; their pints of mild, drained. 
The couple to our left read The Mail 
Nodding loafered feet beneath this jazz 
Club's rapid patterned walls. Thick detail 
Clung in ceiling patches; little matched: 
A dusty three-way disco light here, 
Velvet curtain there. Mirror-ball , still. 
The local 'Fonz' tanned the dregs of beer; 
Tight-leather-creaked past, gliding a trill 
Of reed thrashed sax. Screech-hold-then cluttered 
Cymbal clash. Priest-like clapping petered 
Out. 
Hardboard door shut. Terrace rooms pulsed 
night blue. 
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REPOSE AND SILENCE: 
A DIRGE OF THE EARTH 
THERE WHERE 
WINGS ARE FOLDED 
THE SILENT SOUND OF THE 
SUN'S CENTER IS SEEN, IS 
SEEN, GOING, 
GLEAMING. 
STREET WALKERS WALKING 
THE STREETS 
HOLY HANDS OF THE 
MINSTRELS 
IN THEIR OWN 
PRIVATE INFERNOES 
124,000 STRONG 
AND IT'S LITERATE 
SOCIETY: 
MONKEYSEEMONKEYDO 
TALENTED MONKEYS 
RUNNING 
THE CIRCUS NOW, OH 
DAUGHTERS AND SONS. 
WHEN FICTIONS BEGIN 
TO OPERATE AS 
REALITIES 
HUMBLE HUNGRY BOHEMIAN 
HIGHWAYMEN GOING THEIR 
WAYS, ECSTATIC 
238 1 Dale Williams Barrigar 
MEDIAEVAL SAINTS REJOICING 
IN PAIN, IT IS TIME NOW 
TO BATHE IN MY SEAS 
OF THEIR MYSTIC RESIGNATION, 
GOOD FRIDAY COMING 
TODAY 
BUT CAN YOU 
FEEL 
THE INVISIBLE RING 
AROUND THE PEBBLE 
IN THE PALM 
OF MYHAND. 
AND .. . 
YOUR TREMBLING EARS 
AND PURE EYES 
SO YOU SHALL 
WALK FORTH 
STRUT FORTH 
AND STRIVE 
STRIVE 
INTO THE SILENCE 
OF IT, OF IT, THE IT, 
THE 
FURTHER 
BEYOND. 
The Cow 
I befriended the cow 
on my trip to the farm. 
The two of us were 
inseparable. I knew 
how to make it moo. 
But that was so many 
years ago. Whose farm 
even was that? I don't 
really remember. There's 
whole swaths of my life 
of which I can't even 
recall the tiniest things. 
One thing I think I do 
remember is how wise 
the cow was. It said things 
like never be afraid 
and never give up. 
Hold on to hope 
and learn from your 
mistakes. Don't 
be so in love all 
the time. It gets in 
the way. Stop loving. 
Stop wanting to be loved. 
Stop loving yourself 
so much . Stop letting 
love into your life. 
Stop eating so much 
dairy. 
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240 I Jesica Carson Davis 
Mango 
That day, Buenos Aires. That day, new shoes and first post-vegetarian steaks, a 
return to celebrate, crossing to the other side, and later that night: Mango. He 
tried to hit on us, explained through liquor-thick slur, "Como la fruta," so we'd get 
it. We got it. He painted Margaret Thatcher's walls in the eighties, when he went to 
London with the Argentine polo team. Told us that when he overdosed on 
cocaine his heart turned sideways. He took gin and tonics with his 80-year-old British 
landlady, picked her up naked every night when she fell after her bath. Circling the drain. 
Mango. Laurie Anderson stopped in his store, while he still had one, tried to buy a 
wooden robot that didn't need any batteries. Not for sale. He gave it to her anyway, 
as a fan, and then she went to NASA. 0, Superman. He protested clearcutting on a 
mountain burial ground in the Falklands; a year later, another visit: the inhabitants had 
turned it into a ski resort. Going down fast. What happens when we reach the bottom? 
Nothing lasts. He drinks Fernet, tastes like Windex. They build another lift. Take out a 
knife, time to eat. Hurry, cut, lick it up. Beneath the peel, hiding in thick skin, juice drips 
over fingers and stringy bits that get stuck between teeth. Underneath, there is a stone. 
Mama always wanted a 2005 red DeVille 
But got a Buick instead Now, she sits in a hospital bed 
didn't know what caused her to become unconscious 
Heart attack or stroke, we don't know, 
stop breathing. She claws at the 
breathing tube as if it's taking her life & we talk to her, calmly: it's ok, it's ok, it'll be out 
soon & when it is, she tries to speak, hushed raspy. We urge her not to She 
never listens & when the beeping of the machines keep me up at night, basking in the smell of urine, 
I wonder if she'll be ok thinking back to those times she said she hated my 
natural hair, go get a hot comb & that I should wear warmer clothes, it ain't 
summer Back in Chicago, they tell me she's walking on her own 
to the hospital on time & I tell myself she's ok, she's ok, still ok. 
She's lucky, got 
(( & I don't remember when 
we got rid of the Buick & 
settled for something 
else. But we did.)) 
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2421 Brandon Lee Vear 
To Peter 
There is a 
long line of 
people that stand, 
perpetually 
frozen in 
front and behind 
one another, 
they stand in a line 
that curves like lace, 
the people are patient 
although we don't 
know why, the people 
are hemmed in, not 
that they want it, 
Peter what should I 
do? I write you now 
Peter, there are times 
I knock on the screen 
and I call to the 
people on the other 
side, they're stuck, we 
need to help them, 
they don't want to 
wait in line, 
somebody told me, 
not that I could hear 
them through the 
glass, but the lips, the 
shape of the lips, and 
the movement of the 
jaw and the mouth, I 
tell you Peter it was 
urgent, I can't get it 
through my mind 
Peter when there is 
somebody patiently 
waiting in quicksand 
Brandon Lee Vear 243 
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from Beautiful People in Dramatic Situations 
Colin Farrell in In Bruges 
He shot a little boy, so now he wants to kill 
himself. Fur-coat 
eyebrows, cock-ready 
lips. His eyes the kind of black 
you stumble in. 
Aaron Smith 1245 
Julianne Moore in A Single Man 
How can she know her friend wants to die? 
She's planning a party and putting on makeup. 
If she cries, the colors on her eyes 
will melt perfect ly. 
2461 Aaron Smith 
Tom Hardy in Locke 
He's trying to do the right thing, a man 
in a car with a speaker phone. 
I hope his wife leaves him for cheating, 
that he never makes it home. 
He'll be more beautiful 
if he ends up alone. 
Aaron Smith 1247 
Colin Firth in A Single Man 
Beige chair, beige phone, brown 
sweater, big black glasses 
he folds with one hand 
before he drops them. Tear 
from left eye to lip, tear from right eye 
down cheek. If only his dead boyfriend 
could lick his face 
before he runs to his friend's house 
in the rain. 
248 Jeff Ewing 
In Shade Her Scars Nearly Vanish 
I won't call it dappling, the blithe way light is 
often described falling brokenly through leaves-
it's a deeper shade, thirstier. Burnished , maybe, 
though that's still too artful. Standing with her 
arms crossed self-consciously, a stance trees 
rarely assume. I have seen oaks, though, pecked 
hollow and stuffed with acorns, bark peeled 
and fallen in sheets by their trunks. The crowns 
arch far overhead-she's let her hair grow out 
in that wild halo-with here and there between 
one spiked with ash, lightning-struck naked on 
the side of a hill. You can hear the wind lisping 
inside, the dry rattle of the smaller branches. Later 
in the day, when full twilight comes on, every-
where is shade and moths flying blindly through 
the grass like living ash floating up and up and up. 
Liz Shulman 1249 
"We encourage all teachers to 
reflect." 
Be sure to have your website up and running. Update it daily. Use google classroom . Text 
your students through the Remind app. Download the app to your phone. Email your 
students regularly with assignments. Email the parents "newsletters" and regular updates. 
Have your daily agenda linked to your website. Call the parents to let them know how their 
child is doing in your class. Make sure to call with positive feedback. All calls shouldn't 
only be negative. If your student is failing your class, we suggest you look at ways that you 
did not build trust with this student. If a student fails your class, you need to show us the 
proper documentation or we will change the student's grade to a D. You don't need to 
make copies anymore since you 're pushing electronic documents to the students through 
google classroom. All students were given chromebooks so they can access their google 
docs. If a student forgot his chromebook then you should have a few hard copies to give. 
We know the copy machines aren 't working, we hear what you are saying, but you should 
still have hard copies to give your students who don't have their chromebooks. We all have 
to learn ways to be creative. We won 't reimburse you if you make copies at Kinkos. We 
need to find multiple ways of reaching students. If he was, as you said, on his cell phone 
during your class, then you need to ask yourself what you were doing in class as his teacher 
that caused him to become unengaged. Many teachers make cell phone usage a part of 
their lesson plans. Why don't you shadow John the History teacher to see how he does 
this. We need to be open to new ways of learning as teachers. You mentioned that the 
student has been homeless? Perhaps you can bring him some food in the morning. I saw 
you eating your breakfast in your room the other day when I walked by your classroom. 
How would you feel if you were homeless and your student was eating in front of you? I 
think I might have even smelled the toast you were eating. Or maybe it was the orange. 
You should ask yourself if you have created an environment where your students feel safe 
with you. I understand , you have already told me that she did not do any of the required 
work during the semester. Yes, I know that you think that perhaps she didn't show up 
to the final because she hasn't done any work all year, but you need to ask yourself why 
she performed this way in your class. What I hear you saying is that she didn't perform at 
250 I Liz Shulman 
all in your class. I'm saying that you need to reflect on why this was the case. Of course 
I'm here to support you. We encourage all teachers to reflect. I understand that you're 
saying that you emailed her, sent her a text through the Remind app, called her parents, 
even wrote her a note on a bright pink post-it. It must have made her uncomfortable. 
Threat Assessment 
is a violence prevention 
strategy says the online 
document for school 
administrators and crisis 
teams but the document 
doesn't address what 
I'm meant to do when 
I open my email to find 
a short note entitled 
"Warning" that says, 
I am here to inform that 
in the next couple of days 
I will break into the 
campus and will kill 
as many people as I can 
until the police arrives. 
The message is from 
someone named Robert 
Birdman and when I 
Google him the first 
thing that comes up 
is a portrait of Robert 
Franklin Stroud, the 
"Birdman of Alcatraz," 
a federal prisoner who 
was one of the most 
notorious criminals 
in US history and a 
convicted murderer, 
but also made important 
Erika Meitner 1251 
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contributions to avian 
pathology while serving 
a life sentence in solitary 
confinement after finding 
a nest with three injured 
sparrows in a prison yard 
in Leavenworth. My friend 
Katie rehabilitates injured 
turkey vultures-birds 
considered scavengers 
that feed exclusively 
on carrion. When my 
second son came to us 
by adoption she sent 
a stuffed turkey vulture 
along with a book titled 
Vulture View with painted 
pictures of soaring black 
and red turkey vultures 
imprinted with rhyming 
text: Wings stretch wide 
to catch a ride/ on warming 
air. /Goingwhere? Around 
the same time we started 
reading Vulture View to 
our new son, police spotted 
circling birds of prey above 
a farm nearby and found 
the remains of a college 
student in a field who had 
been missing for months, 
used DNA evidence to 
indict a local man on 
charges of abduction and 
murder. Video of the girl 
on her last night alive 
shows her jogging down 
a hallway in a shiny 
crop top, running past 
the Shell gas station on 
Preston Avenue in the 
dark. I know that part 
of town, used to walk it 
late at night to visit a man 
I was sleeping with in 
graduate school who 
was maybe an addict 
and played in a local 
indie rock band. We 
would sit on his porch 
tucked into the tangled 
half-streets and watch 
the windowless patrol 
wagon circle the block, 
and sometimes stop for 
cops to load neighbors 
into the back. What I've 
left out is that we were 
white and this neighbor-
hood was black. What 
Erika Meitner 253 
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I've left out is that 
a few yea rs later when 
I moved near Jeff's 
old place and tried to 
order pizza the delivery 
guy said I lived on the 
wrong side of the tracks. 
When I went jogging, 
folks on their porches 
yelled out white girl 
and at night helicopters 
circled and landed at 
the hospital up the block, 
painting Na lie street 
with sickly light. At night 
when it got especially 
hot in July, you could 
sometimes hear gun-
shots puncturing the 
humidity. I've left out 
that the man indicted 
for the murder of the 
white female student 
found in the field is 
black. The turkey 
vulture lacks a syrinx-
the vocal organ of birds-
which means its only 
sounds are grunts or 
low hisses. Murderer 
Robert Stroud was sent 
to Alcatraz after guards 
discovered he had been 
secretly making alcohol 
in his cell. Stripped of his 
birds, he wrote a history 
of the penal system called 
Looking Outward. Stroud 
Served 42 of his 54 years 
in solitary confinement, 
is considered the best-known 
case of rehabilitation and 
self-improvement in a US 
prison. Each year a turkey 
vulture generally raises two 
ch icks, which it feeds by 
regurgitation . I have two 
sons. My older son is 
white and my younger 
son is black. This week 
we read about Colin 
Kaepernick, the San 
Francisco 49ers back-up 
quarterback who refuses 
to stand for the national 
anthem before each pre-
season game in protest 
of wrongdoings against 
African-Americans and 
minorities in the United 
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States. One year, my older 
son, who watches a lot 
of football on television, 
added Colin Kaepernick 
to the penciled Christmas 
Cookie list I left on the 
counter-tucked his name 
between Mr. Tom (school 
bus driver) and Bridget 
(office administrative 
assistant). Kaepernick 
is biracial, identifies as 
black, and like my youngest 
son, was adopted when 
he was a few weeks old 
by a white family. His 
mother tells a story about 
when he noticed he was 
a different color than 
the rest of the family: 
"He was just a couple 
years old, and I remember 
him putting his arm next 
to mine and saying, 'Look, 
I'm brown! How come 
I'm brown?'" The first 
time our youngest son 
mentioned the color 
of his skin on his own 
was at stables, where 
my mother took him 
to ride ponies because 
he's obsessed with them. 
He pointed and said, 
"That horse is brown 
like me!" I have a shot 
of him on the brown 
horse in a blue helmet 
with a serious look on 
his face, and his helmet 
is the same color as those 
of the riot police I see 
in every city, lined up 
across from protestors 
holding signs that say 
No Justice No Peace 
or I Can't Breathe or 
Black Lives Matter. 
I should say that 
when I got the death-
threat email from Robert 
Bird man, once I found out 
it had gone to many of 
the faculty and students 
on campus I was relieved, 
felt the bad grammar 
meant it was a hoax 
because who actually 
gives warning of these 
things, and what really 
Erika Meitner 1257 
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stops my heart is walking 
past the open doors of 
the massive auditorium 
my husband lectures in 
three times a week from 
a raised stage to 500 
students about principles 
of microeconomics: supply 
and demand, efficiency, 
and equity. How easy 
it would be, how efficient, 
for a lone gunman to 
target that one room. 
So when I receive the 
Lockdown Drill notice 
from my older son's 
school which says, 
"This is a test of the 
Emergency Alert System. 
All of our schools are 
currently participating 
in a lockdown drill," I 
think of my son huddled 
with the rest of his class 
in a supply closet trying 
to be quiet in the dark. 
I have two sons, and 
I can't protect either 
of them from anything 
at all. Colin Kaepernick 
has many tattoos including 
the words of Psalm 18:39-
you armed me with 
strength for battle-and 
27:3-though a mighty 
army surrounds me, 
my heart will not fear. 
Those injured sparrows 
Robert Stroud found 
in the Leavenworth 
prison yard-he raised 
them to adulthood . 
Erika Meitner 1259 
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A Long Afternoon 
Grandpa in the kitchen bites a frosted donut, 
says, 'Tm not going to die here" 
Mother shrugs and looks at her cigarette 
before remembering to go outside. 
One morning all the oil paintings slipped from our walls, 
empty frames pasted through the house. 
Mother calls the cafe where grandpa used to play cards, 
but he is unfolding maps in the rain. 
He's in a French elevator with a suitcase 
full of rolled canvases and blue socks. 
Between floors six and eleven 
the maid thinks he's sleeping. 
We Have a Vacancy 
At the board meeting Danny looks like he's swallowing coffee, 
but he's actually up there, between the ear lobes, checking out 
leaving a fat tip for the bell hop, 
who's certainly earned it, 
from not panicking too much 
when the fireworks 
in the suitcase sparked, 
to opening windows 
fourteen stories down, 
so all Danny had to do 
was lay his umbrella on the bed 
to make a grand exit. 
John Setzco 261 
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Arrival 
Maps of breast fat pinned to the wall 
a soft blue bulb a hard white star 
I am actually afraid of my body afraid 
of stray lumps I make up systems 
then force myself to ad here if the weather 
dips below zero I must 
persist with my limited budget must keep up 
with the latest info I've heard olive oil is good 
pomegranates I don't think the body means to it's just 
trying its best 
to step aside on a platform 
as a train rushes past 
to extend one's face to the essential kindness 
under the slow wreckage and to sun 
Formlessness 
I look for myself in other women's bodies 
a quiet fragmentation of cloud 
scrolling each morning as we do to collect 
to witness this woman 
looks out over her domain this woman 
pauses with a layered cake it's a perfect cake 
these find ings are small as crystals 
a lit wedge the shadow of a dress 
I feel like a big glittered rawness 
trailing from il l-fitting clothes 
any moment now my parts 
might swim away swim back 
vague and single-celled my feminine gaze 
must mean something constructs a thin tent 
of possible selves accumulations 
and it's time for a new encampment 
towa rd permanence 
another location's stars look so intentional 
so cubed in pa le colors like where 
does she get her confidence 
the ratio of luminosity depends on what kind of day 
she is having enticing 
as a wh ite egg 
Ansley Clark 1263 
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Three Dispatches 
In her letters my grandmother says 
my grandfather has intellect & no drive is project-oriented 
& broke & alcoholic maybe The love of her life 
When he leaves 
three days after naming my mother Rosalind 
she does not mention it 
Six decades of letters typewritten & airmailed 
on paper as thin as the women in my family 
mailed to me in one heavy swaddle 
Among these there are three 
accidents that thrum like a strong drink 
three letters with black calligraphy from the 1980s 
slipped in with the rest 
They are all addressed to Rosalind 
from the man before my father 
Of course I read them 
In the first he is all burn how he'll pin 
photos to his bedroom ceiling so she this Rosalind has something 
to look at when she visits him in San Francisco 
In the second 
a film project with her 
sorry 
In the last 
he misses her belly fuzz 
about not writing calling 
he wants to start 
this Rosalind 
he misses her 
knowing 
my mother 
he is still 
sooner 
Alana Folsom 1265 
I have that soft line of hair 
tracing from button down I have men who I love 
or think about more than they love or think about me 
What is it the sign of 
The sign of women I come from The sign of something 
I should know but only sense on yellow nights alone 
What is it the sign of please Grandma where in your words 
2661 Bao Phi 
Rolling Through a Four-Way 
9 :35 a.m. on a bright day on the way to day care one cop is positioned behind the wheel 
back on the side where your toddler dark hair yellow skin like a burst of a reverse sunflower 
sits strapped into her booster seat a hand on his gun elbow cocked a scarecrow angle 
do I make myself as smal l a target as possible as my people have learned to do in this 
country will it save me will my daughter see me handcuffed or shot when I reach for the 
insurance information will I blame the closest person to me will I blame myself who will 
blame me who wil l say I have no right to say anything on the other side of the horizon 
of glass the pol ice officer asks you to roll your window down his claw on the butt of his 
gun standing as if shielding the whiteness of his hand against the matte black gun 
but you can see it the other cop's gun in the mirror too both closer than they appear 
Numbers 
The reason I'm given is how common it is: 
One of every five 
pregnancies, as if this were a solace. 
Like a fourth grade word problem 
I put the one over 
the five 
and stare at the impossibility of two things 
brought together to make less 
than one. 
The next lesson: irrational 
numbers. These we were told 
do not terminate, 
do not repeat, 
but unravel forever after the decimal 
as if testing 
every possible alternative. 
Erik Norbie 267 
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Yosemite Lostness Fable 
I mistake the walking stick for something numinous. I divine rod the nomenclature. Yet no 
amount offal ls in the distance. 
If stars, ignoring the obvious in order to stay calm comes at a discount. What would 
happen if you were found with your pants 
Down. Sunrise picks a direction for the day, all day, once a day. Uphill rivers run away 
toward undesired rescues. 
The oulets walk under water, mine began as an algebra that became arithmetic where 
both sides of the equator could not rotate. 
Dead cell, a life endurance policy rattles in the rock box. A winged thing extending risk to 
the edge of the fall. I began 
Again as. I began again as wind as in find . His began again as Cimon and Pero, the 
strangeness of an adult 
Stepdaughter's unbroken. How cataracts and iris bows, how foam-washed bosses, how 
one man's lostness. I am Grimm failure, so I 
Might never leave the meadow, so that my children might starve because their voices 
have closed their throats up, so that gingerbread days, 
So that forever flightless escape from. I made myself compass, degree, ascend, track, 
summit, repel. My body of work 
Is an unreliable thing. My body rappels. Grope Cimon, grope true north, the handspring, 
the string of throng, waver curves, 
Arched back of buttress, unreachable bridge uncrossed by fingers threading the hold. If I 
let go? She lets go. Pursue dashing, 
Surge, wet granite slurs the air with call. Choice, a fan-shaped thing, and returns are a 
gentian not happenstance yearning. If I could only 
Give up. Demi-sun, demi-shade, wild doublings, the mange. Flame-shaped , spring grass 
brown black bear, glint off telescopic lens looking out mis-
leads me in. My body never agains. 
Lisa Ciccarello 1269 
The problem with my brother is this 
family doesn't need another man 
I had a simple name 
because I was a simple girl. 
I closed my mouth when I smiled. 
My lips parted when I was fitted for the dress. 
I held the cup 
we drank as one. 
I rose & sat on command. 
Our bed like a church pew. 
& when I would not cry out 
it was up on the cross again 
because how can you exalt god with your silence. 
When my husband is away 
I run the house. 
When I am away 
there is no house. 
Just the chimney standing 
in a smoldering fie ld 
just the rind of the empty throne. 
270 Lisa Ciccarello 
When I bring the sword in 
from the fire ask me 
how it lost its temper. 
Let no one say how I will sharpen it. 
His blood is a furnace. 
His body is an anvil. 
My hand is a hammer. 
Father, say I am still your daughter 
even if I kill your son. 
Mackenzie Carignan 1271 
moribund 
for Joe 
the hardest things are sometimes not the hardest things. soft, a 
cannonball in a field, lick of a tiger on her young. you would think 
deeply if you would think. there isn't anything delicate about 
the way metal crumples and sends your brain like a missile into 
your own skull. but still you are beautiful there where you have 
gone to explode and spread your shine like fire or touch or water. 
it's here where the sadness is. the soft heaviness that no one 
can breathe through . you would laugh at us, I think. your going 
is more than an exit. it's a vacancy we cannot comprehend, a 
black hole that we know could eat us alive. so we all remember 
the last thing you said to us to open up the vacuum: rain, 
dancing, christmas lights, your father. how death happens to 
everyone. it's not that loneliness is hard. it's the softness of it 
that annihilates. 
272 Kelsey Hoff 
<yes yes yes> 
between the mirror and seafoam green tile 
where I learned to put on eyeliner 
and step onto the scale 
I snapped a quick <pie> 
<nipples> out for only a second 
then I snapped the phone shut, 
dissolved into a million tiny pieces 
& reassembled on your screen, 
<part of me> stuck that way. 
you loved <it> & saved <it> 
said that's so hot. send more pix 
& the face I put on said <yes yes yes> 
tried on all my lingerie, 
shoved clutter onto the floor 
& tried new poses. 
sent one <yes> after <another> 
you saved them all, each 
<thigh> & <ass> & <breast> 
so when I "broke your heart" 
you could show everyone 
what a little <slut> I was 
<yes yes yes> 
somebody sent me a link 
& I saw 
<seafoam tile> 
<mom's striped towels> 
<stringy wet hair> 
<pale midriff> 
<flushed cheeks> 
Kelsey Hoff 273 
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Presentation 
When the poet is getting fucked, she remembers 
what it was like to fuck before getting took over. 
When the poet is getting fucked, all the Americans 
are asking if love can last and does God exist. 
While getting fucked, the poet allots five minutes for questions 
about how she washes her face at night and where she buys her shoes. 
Her shoes look exquisite while she's getting fucked; she rarely removes them. 
When the poet is getting fucked, her face looks loveliest 
in the dark, her lover tells her so. 
She French kisses the moon, a creamy oyster. 
She swallows. She glows. 
When the poet is getting fucked, her poems unzip 
their worn wool trousers, pull out thick bars of soap. 
Getting fucked, the poet bends over to yank 
milk thistle from the garden and pick tomatoes for a tart. 
When the poet is getting fucked, it doesn't matter 
where her body is. 
Someone somewhere is speaking about the poet 
fucking, and the poet is enjoying a bowl of soup. 
The poet writes a bout getting fucked, and the reader 
loosens their jaw, runs a wet lip over her lit. 
The heat from the soup spreads through the poet's chest 
and settles in her belly. The cool air makes her shiver. 
When the poet is getting fucked, she remembers 
S. Whitney Holmes 275 
an old soup commercial, in which a spoonful becomes a scarf 
around the neck. She ties the reader's hands back. 
When the poet is getting fucked, "You" is just a mouth. 
276 1 S. Whitney Holmes 
Pheochromocytoma, a questionnaire 
The most infamous feud in American folklore, the longrunning battle between the 
Hatfields and McCoys, may be partly explained by a rare, inherited disease that can 
lead to hair-trigger rage and violent outbursts. 
I. When did you first notice symptoms? 
On my tenth birthday, 
I slid like a playground into the figure-
eight holster, learned how to aim 
a snub-nosed revolver. I shot 
their eyes out. I held 
their wet tongues in my teeth. 
Our tradition: 
palpitations, sweat, 
the shakes we can't shake. 
- Associated Press 
II. Does family history present high blood pressure, anxiety, pounding heart, etc.? 
My great-great-grandaddy was the Devil 
'cause when you try to stay alive 
they got a name for that. 
When he tied them boys to pawpaw bushes 
and shot so many times the light 
shone through their empty hearts, 
the fluid out their bodies 
hissed a confession: 
"We stabbed your brother 
some 26 times. By the time 
we shot him, his body took metal 
like wet earth takes a lover; 
he was too mad to bleed." 
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Ill. How have you presented sympathetic nervous system hyperactivity? 
This family I am infected with. 
I spit their spit. 
I eat their hog. 
I fuck their daughters. 
I reach inside 
our stomachs where food never sits right 
and pull out a bunch of fingers, broken, 
branched in different directions, mine and theirs. 
IV. Do you find that you have difficulty reacting to stressful situations? 
I bend 
my fingers back until the nails 
skim the top of my wrist. 
I got my jaw on 
a tightening crank and like a jack-in-the-box 
come out the barrel of a shotgun with my mouth 
so loud I swallow the Big Sandy River down whole. 
V. Do you consider yourself a lover or a fighter? 
Call it hair-trigger rage. 
We get real hot at the drop 
of a fine woven bonnet, 
ribbon that ties under the chin 
dipped into the wrong muddy pool. 
The yuck you can't wash off. 
278 S. Whitney Holmes 
We go back through the genealogy stuff 
to find the adrenal tumors, white 
lumps of fight or flight. We're born 
with fists where wings should've been. 
Find the boys dropped dead 
of the same damn thing. 
Shotgun holes breathed 
deep in their blood, blades 
they keep hold of 
in their teeth. Call them by name: 
Tolbert, Pharmer, Bud: 
If you weren't so full of holes, 
would we even see you? 
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280 I Hadara Bar-Nadav 
Dress (Aurora Borealis) 
See me for miles-
lightstreaked, 
deathstreaked. 
A disturbance. 
(I am disturbed.) 
Theatrical 
and skinless. 
Electrical, all 
edge. 
A knife of ice 
carving the sky. 
White blades, 
white fathom, 
unbridled. 
White that is red 
is pink is hue 
is glazed enormity, 
tangerine plush. 
And then comes 
the blood, 
scarlets on fire. 
Why is a girl always 
on fire. 
What makes her 
crackle-
breathtaking, 
the cut waist, 
thighs rushed 
by smoke, 
roil of voile, 
combustible. 
So I loved, laid, slept 
for days, blinked, 
breathed flame, 
paraded like a god. 
Gianter than god 
and vincible. 
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Made of nothing at al l. 
Fleshless, 
a fuse of refusals. 
And am I beautiful 
now, who owns beauty, 
waiting for your tongues 
to sl ip by. 
Tuesday Blue 
I didn't want to die on a Tuesday. 
Wednesday was red and glistening, fat-cheeked. 
Wednesday wore red triangles in her ears 
and winked from the wings. 
I can see you, funny girl, your pointy feet. 
I held her (giddy) on a string. 
Triangles and diamonds, my girl-kite of tomorrow 
in view but just out of reach. 
The clouds hid deep in the woods, and they hid 
low in the valleys. 
They let the blue be blue! 
A happy blue, a Tuesday blue that would not die. 
Death was just a little red breeze. 
Hadara Bar-Nadav 1283 
284 1 Jade Hurter 
Inside Out Villanelle 
You turned your body inside out. 
I empty my lungs into the night 
and shake the bells from my mouth . 
From my skin I peel the old growth 
and arrange a skin pile under black light. 
I turn my body inside out. 
Was I too quiet? Was I too loud? 
I wished for my hair to ignite. 
Now I shake bells from my mouth . 
I wanted to stay in that broken house 
and be your girl-shaped flesh light. 
You turned my body inside out. 
Your fingers snaking up my blouse, 
my bones as soft as hematite-
I shake the bells from my mouth . 
Some moths are born without a mouth; 
they fuck or starve for seven nights. 
I turn my body inside out 
and shake the bells from my mouth. 
Jade Hurter 1285 
The Minotaur 
When I was born I cracked my mother to the sternum. She bled for days, and when they 
sewed her up she was never the same, said Father: a woman cut in half, though she'd 
always been a woman divided. I suckled until she cut me off, with blades fit against her 
nipples. My sliced mouth dripped over the breakfast table, rust in the milky tea, I couldn't 
hold my fork for shaking. When I got older I didn't fit on the bus, so I walked to school, clip-
clopping along the pavement. The kids all liked my hooves, but they never asked me over 
for birthday cake or pool parties. Father would watch me do homework in the afternoons, 
his eyes dark slits. I cried when Mother was at work, cried when she came home and 
smacked the tough hide of my backside. You're a monster, she told me. Act like it. When 
other children turned thirteen, their parents threw them parties at the roller rink. I heard 
them talking about it in the cafeteria, but of course no one made skates for feet like mine. 
I turned thirteen and Mother put me out of the house. She left me to sleep in the garden, 
to eat the scraps of toast and orange peel Father left on the windowsill each evening. I got 
used to it. The crickets, the jays, the passionvine that twisted around my horns as I slept. 
I picked caterpillars off the sweet olive, grew dizzy with the smell of orange blossom. Soon 
I began to pull out the weeds, to clip the rosebushes into hedges, until I had fashioned a 
verdant maze. In the center, it was so quiet. I only wanted to be alone. 
286 1 Leah Hedrick 
Asking a Lover to Eat an Anthill 
Frenzy your fingers into fragile tunnels, 
the grass pressing crossh·atch patterns onto your naked 
knees. Fuck being timid , push your face into it, clumped earth 
tucking like coarse-ground cornmeal between cheeks and gums. 
Let streams of shiny black bodies pour down your chin, splash 
up your cheeks, toward your eyes. Feel the fat queen pop 
at last between your tongue and palate, savor all that 
spreadingjelly and slick-thin skin: earn it. 
Kathleen McGookey 287 
Story for Combing Out Lice 
Once an owl carried a pearl past twilight, past midnight, far past 3 a.m . It flew over the 
seashore and its billion grains of sand. It flew over forests and highways, airports and 
malls. The owl was just a speck in the sky. It solved a story problem to win the pearl. It beat 
up another owl and stole it from the nest. Really, the owl just liked the sound-pearl-and 
swam through five oceans to find one. Then it came looking for you. It flew and flew, hungry 
and mightily sick of the pearl, which sometimes gasped and sighed . And in its hunger, the 
owl forgot its task. Outside our bedroom window, it killed a skunk, the first thing it saw. An 
awful stink seeped into our dreams: a child slept on a pillow bristling with pins. You missed 
the bus and arrived at school wearing only a towel. The pearl, bigger than a nit but smaller 
than a pea, sank right down in the grass. Scared of heights and chilled, so far from home, 
the pearl thought, Maybe this is a new kind of ocean. Crisp outlines of cornstalks emerged in 
the dawn. You'd need a searchlight, a flashlight, a lighted microscope to glimpse the pearl 
blink and shiver in that wave of green. 
2881 Kathleen McGookey 
Late Summer Prayer 
Let spiders nest in my daughter's paper lanterns, hung from the porch for her slumber 
party. Let firefl ies and moths light the extravagant dark, thick with biting insects doing 
their work. Let those with broken wings find someone determined, armed with scissors 
and tweezers and glue. When the storm sweeps across the lake, all wind and hard rain, 
let ra in and lake boil in a frenzy of spray. Let rotting peaches bury their dull buzzing back 
underground. Let the todd ler dressed as an owlet escape her flimsy cage. A real owl 
perches on the zookeeper's arm, right out of a book. And because we leave the bookstore 
at midnight, let the yellow animal eyes of traffic lights bl ink us all the way home. The next 
morning, if a fledgling robin flies stra ight into our window, let it die quickly, its spotted chest 
pearly as twilight on the grass. Now we can get as close as we want. 


